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The Unraveling of the Seattle Conference
and the Future of the WTO

JAMES L. KENWORTHY

Nathan Associates

The Seattle meeting of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in Decem-
ber 1999 was the focus of intense media attention, largely because of the noisy
demonstrations on the streets outside the meeting's headquarters. The clash of
ideas was equaliy incense inside the meeting, however, where flaws in the
preparatory process, diverging national trade agendas, and a split between
developed and developing nations contributed to the failure to achieve consensus.
Responsibiliry for the failure at Seattle falls on many shoulders, from the United
States to the European Union to the developing nations. The benefit of blaming
all of those who participated in the Seattle meeting for its failure is that no single
group has to shoulder all the blame. This suggests that progress on trade
liberalization can continue to be made under the current WTO framework, and
that consensus may be achieved once the US electoral process is over.

SETTING THE CONTEXT FOR SFATTLE

The development of an international
rules-based framework for global trade
began with the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) just after
World War II, as part of a political and
economic stabilization program for the
world. The United States and its allies
formulated a complex of four major inter-
national entities that they hoped, in the
aggregate, would obviate the develop-
ment of the kind of tensions that led to

World War II. These included the United
Nations, for political consultation and
dispute resolution; the International Mon-
etary Fund, for monetary stabilization;
the World Bank, for economic recon-
struction and development; and the
GATT, for international trade liberaliza-
tion.

The objective of the GATT was to

progressively open national markets to
international trade-and thereby to en-
courage the optimal allocation of global
resources-through the reduction of tar-

iff", removal of non-tariff barriers, and
eventually the formulation of global stan-
dards for fair as well as free trade. The
fundamental premise of the GATT was
then (as it remains now for the World
Trade Organization) that rules to reduce
trade barriers and ensure free but fair trade
are most likely and, therefore, best formu-
lated through multilateral consensus in a
global forum, bringing together all trad-
ing nations, developed and developing,
rich and poor.

By and large, however, experience
with the GATT shows that its "rules"
were often ignored, especially during times
of economic distress. More importantly,
the rules were often largely unenforceable
in any case. Bur it was a starting point, and
probably the only realistic framework for
trade at the time. What the GATT also
did was to provide a forum for conduct-
ing multilateral trade negotiations: It
sponsored eight such "rounds" over its
nearly 50-year history. These included
the Kennedy Round in the 1960s, the
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Tokyo Round in the 1970s, and, its most
recent, the Uruguay Round, which lasted
from 1986 through 1994.

The Uruguay Round was the most
comprehensive and productive of the
GATT-sponsored multilateral trade ne-
gotiations. it resulted in establishment of
the World Trade Organization (WTO);
in the reduction or hinding of tariffs; in
the conclusion of a number of substantive
agreements clarifying and, often, improv-
ing upon, the effectiveness of articles of
the GATT; the setting of technical rules
designed to reduce non-tariff barriers;
and the extension of the GATT system of
rules to altogether new areas such as agri-
culture, services, intellectual property and,
to some extent, investment. Moreover, it
created a more predictable and enforce-
able system of interpreting the rules and
settling disputes. But, unlike the original
GATT, the Uruguay Round imposed a
rigid qualification for membership in the
WTO club. Referred to as the "single
undertaking," this said in effect that com-
pliance with and implementation of all of
the Uruguay Round agreements was a
condition of membership in the Club.
The Uruguay Round increased both the
scope and the importance of the WTO for
world trade and the global economy more
than anything that had preceded it.

TIlE CHANGING NATURE OF THE

GATT/WTO

But within the GATT/WTO, there
were other important changes taking place
that seem to have been obscured during
the herculean efforts of the Uruguay
Round. While the GATT was launched
in 1947 as a club of22 signatory nations,
predominantly in the developed world
(albeit many were in reconstruction), over
its 50-year history it grew significantly.
Five years after its establishment, thewro
now counts some 135 members, with
more than 20 in the process of applying
for membership, including the People's
Republic of China, the Russian Fcdcra-

tion and Saudi Arabia. What once could
legitimately be called a "rich countries'
club," now counts more developing na-
tions as members than developed nations,
and many of these developing nations are
more accurately described as least-devel-
oped nations.

So, at the same time the club was
evolving from the GATT into the WTO,
with its complex Uruguay Round frame-
work of rules and new, reasonably effective
dispute-resolution system, the member-
ship constituency of the club changed
dramatically. As the powerful influence
of the GATT, now WTO, extended over
global trade, so did the imperative for
developing nations to join the club, if
only, in many cases, simplyas an indicator
of their arrival on the scene of nation-
states. Most of the developing nations
began to realize what they had under-
taken only after they had joined the club
and committed themselves to the rules-
that is, only after establishment of the
WTO and the entry into force of the
Uruguay Round agreements.

They can see that the contracting
parties to the GATT in 1947 entered into
an agreement (not an organization as
such) that constituted a relatively general
statement of consensus on international
commercial principles, more in the nature
of a "gentlemen's understanding" than a
system of rules, subject to relatively inde-
pendent national interpretation and
application, with little structure for effec-
tive enforcement.

But, in the wake of the Uruguay
Round and the establishment of the
WTO, what members-especially the
newly arrived developing countries-now
confront is a legally intensive, Western
law-driven, complicated set of rules estab-
lishing specific obligations imposing
responsibilities enforceable through an
almost judicial system. The new system
emphasizes the concept of violation, based
on fault and involving blame, determined
in initial or appellate panels having the
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effect of judgments that can be enforced
through institutionally approved retalia-
tion.

During the Uruguay Round (and
even before it under the GATT) the
developed nations recognized the increas-
ing involvement of developing nations
and, in particular, that their economic
development needs, and their still incho-
ate capacity to actually implement the
sophisticated new rules and obligations,
required so-called special and differential
treatment. This included delayed, phased-
in implementation of the new rules, as
well as technical assistance to enable de-
veloping countries to fully understand
and develop the capacity to comply with
the rules.

Simultaneously, however, there were
new tensions building up within the
WTO as it looked ahead to the Seattle
meeting. All members, but especially the
developing nation members, had to assess
how much further along the institutional
evolutionary track the wro should or
could go in addressing new issues and
new rules. Most developing country mem-
bers made it clear that they did not realize
the nature or evaluate the extent of the
obligations incurred as the price of their
accession to the wro in the light of the
single undertaking, and complained of
their lack of capacity to comply with and
implement such obligations.

Another concern of the developing
countries was that while the industrial-
ized, developed countries seemed to

concentrate more on obligations of devel-
oping nations under the GATT/WrO,
there was very little substantive focus on
their rights under the same rules and
requirements. Developmg countries were
also increasingly corning to the conclu-
sion that, notwithstanding their majority
in the WIO, it remains a developed
nations' club effectively controlled, if not
governed, by the Quad nations (the Eu-
ropean Union, United States, Japan, and
Canada) and the members of the Organi-
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zation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OEeD). Finally, as the
Seattle conference began, there was a
growing consciousness among the devel-
oping nations that, while the WIO may
still seem a developed nations' preserve,
their growing cohesiveness and aggressive
effectiveness in advocating their issues
augurs for considerable change in the
direction of the wro as an organization.

THE WTO MULTIlATERAL TRADE

NEGOTIATION PROCESS

The Seattle meeting was not just an-
other wro ministerial conference, but
was designed and intended-at least by
the developed members-to force the
WIO into yet another round of multilat-
eral trade negotiations.

The process of a new multilateral trade
negotiation (MTN) round begins with a
ministerial conference. Within the or-
ganic structure of the WTO, the
Ministerial Conference, composed of the
trade ministers of all member states, is the
highest governing body of the organiza-
tion. Under current WTO rules, the trade
ministers are supposed to meet at least
every two years. When there is general
sentiment among member countries to
initiate a new MTN round, it is a minis-
terial conference that authorizes the round
and establishes the ground rules for it.

The ministerial conference prior to
any new MTN sets the agenda or scope
for negotiations, deciding particularly
whether the round will be comprehen-
sive-addressing a broad spectrum of
many new subjects or issues-or limited
to specific items, issues or sectors. It also
determines the modalities of the negotia-
tions (principally the structure, duration,
scheduling and overall management) and
addresses staging concerns. Equally im-
portant, the ministers determine the
obligation base: whether the various agree-
ments will be applied and enforced as a
single undertaking-as is the case with
rnosrof the Uruguay Round agrccments-
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or selectively on a plurilatcral basis, mean-
ing that only the signatory nations to each
agreement are bound by it. Having agreed
on all these aspects of a new round, the
results are incorporated into the ministe-
rial declaration, concluded and issued by
the trade ministers of the member coun-
tries, which sets the agenda, rules and
procedures for the new round.

The round then usually begins with
participating members tabling their re-
quests, that is, the specific concessions or
commitments they are looking for, while
hinting only very generally at the conces-
sions and commitments they are willing
to give in return. Trade negotiations, like
trade itself, are a give-and-get activity. At
this early point in a round, the activity-
which can now involve well over 130
participants-takes on the character of
random atomic motion, with members
negotiating in multilateral, regional,
sectoral and other sessions.

Eventually, however, the negotiations
begin to develop into a discernable pack-
age of concessions and commitments. As
this simmers down to a more definite
brew, the negotiators proceed to concern
themselves with the modalities of how the
concessions and commitments will be
implemented-say as between developed
and developing nations or reflecting other
considerations. When they finally pull
together an overall, final package and
agree on the modalities, it is usually pub-
licized, and the members conclude the
round, sitting down to sign the various
agreements and, typically, engaging in a
round of self-congratulation. But before
the package becomes effective, there is still
the process of selling it to their nations'
politicians and obtaining formal ratifica-
tion of the agreements. And then,
hopefully, their nations proceed to imple-
ment the round's agreements.

Certainly most developed countries,
and some of the more advanced develop-
ing countries, expected Seattle to initiate
this process for a new WTO-sponsored

MTN round. What exactly happened to
frustrate these intentions?

FLAWS IN TilE PREPARATORY PROCESS

If any single cause can be adduced for
the collapse of the Seattle Ministerial Con-
ference, it was the failure of the participants,
early on in the preparatory process, to
agree upon the issues confronting the
WTO and the agenda through which the
conference and any resul ting round would
translate these issues into meaningful ne-
gotiations. The failure of Seattle was a
failure of both agenda and process. In this
regard, there were a number of inputs for
determining the agenda that need to be
taken into account in assessing responsi-
bility.

A portion of the possible agenda for
new negotiations was preordained. The
Uruguay Round agreements themselves
established what has come to be called the
built-in agenda for future WTO activi-
ties, which cannot be superseded and
must proceed regardless of any new deci-
sions. This agenda includes requirements
for future negotiations in certain sectoral
areas explicitly mandated by provisions of
the Uruguay Round agreements, such as
reform of agricultural trade and the con-
tinuing liberalization of trade in services.
It also includes awro work program of
reviews to some of the substantive rules set
in previous agreements. These include a
laundry list of concerns, such as anti-
dumping, subsidies and countervailing
duties, rules of origin, import licensing,
dispute settlement, technical barriers to
trade, sanitary and phytosanirary stan-
dards, trade-related aspects of inrellectual
property (TRIPS), and trade-related in-
vestment measures (TRIMS).

A second set of possible new issues for
the Seattle meeting derived from the
December 1996 meeting of WTO trade
ministers in Singapore. In this First Ses-
sion of Ministerial Conference, trade
ministers met to consider the first year of
operation of the WTO. Incident to their
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deliberations, members identified and
agreed upon three new issues they deemed
worthy of analysis with the goal of even-
tual negotiations to establish global rules
in their respective areas. But, they made
clear, whether or not these issues would
ever actually be included in any future
WTO-sponsored negotiations, was sub-
ject to the agreement of allWTO members.
The new issues included: the relationship
between trade and investment, the inter-
action between trade and competition
policy, and transparency in government
procurement (Singapore 1996).

In addition, during the Singapore
conference, the United States, the Euro-
pean Union (EU) and some other
developing countries had pushed for a
significant statement by the ministers
that could lead to future negotiations in
the areas of core labor standards and trade
and environment. The Financial Times
reported from Singapore that
"[ajgrecment [on the declaration] came
only after the US threatened to veto the
entire declaration if labor standards were
not mentioned. However, Washington
was forced to give way on its demands for
further work on labor standards in the
WTO as the price of bringing Pakistan,
India, and some other hardline develop-
ing countries on board" iFinancial Times
1996). The insistence of developed coun-
tries on the inclusion of labor and
environment as negotiating areas for a
new round were to playa major role in
Seattle.

The third and final set of issues that
carried over to the Seattle conference came
from the May 1998 Geneva Ministerial
Conference. Although the Geneva con-
ference was largely a celebration of the
50th anniversary of the founding of the
GATT/WTO system, ministers also au-
thorized the establishment of a process for
preparing and defining the agenda of the
Third Session of its Ministerial Confer-
ence, what was to become the Seattle
conference. The Geneva Ministerial Dec-
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laration confided management of the pre-
paratory process for the Third Ministerial
to the WTO General Council, the
organization's second-ranking and day-
to-day management body. The General
Council was mandated to prescribe an
overall work program which included
recommendations regarding issues relat-
ing to implementation of existing
agreements and decisions; facilitating the
built-in agenda negotiations in agricul-
ture and services; and other
non-negotiation work already required
under the built-in agenda. The Council
also was to issue recommendations on
possible future work on the Singapore
topics of trade and investment, trade and
competition policy, transparency in gov-
ernment procurement, trade facilitation,
and possibly a plan of action for least-
developed nations (read: "voluntary"
duty-free market access for their exports).
The Geneva Ministerial Declaration also
indicated the trade ministers "will con-
sider how to improve the transparency of
wro operations" (Geneva 1998), but
did not include such an effort in the work
plan for Seattle.

The ministers finally decided to
schedule the ministerial for December
1999. This date was opposed by a
number of developing nations (Egypt
and Malaysia, in particular) as being
too soon to enable developing coun-
tries' concerns to be elucidated and
considered in the preparation of a pos-
sible agenda for a new round. Also, very
importantly, the trade ministers at
Geneva selected the United States to
chair the Third Ministerial Confer-
ence and, thereby, to host it. President
Clinton selected Seattle as the host city.
According to WTO precedent, US
Trade Representative Charlene
Barshefsky, as the highest trade official
of the United States, became chair of
the Seattle Ministerial while the WTO
General Council remained responsible
for its preparation.
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THE POST-GENEVA CLASH OF AGENDAS

The United States entered the Seattle
preparatory process with a well-estab-
lished wish list for the Ministerial
Conference itself and, thereby, for any
new round that might result from it. That
agenda was conceptualized in terms of a
three-dimensional approach defined by
President Clinton as including the fol-
lowing: global negotiations to open
markets in goods, services and agriculture;
a dynamic agenda that delivers results on
an on-going basis; and institutional re-
form to make thewro more transparent,
accessible and responsible to citizens.

Generally speaking, the European
Union and some other developed coun-
tries supported liberalization of services,
as well as US calls for establishing WTO
linkages for both labor and the environ-
ment. However, the EU and Japan
(sensitive to rice issues) as well as Korea,
Norway, Switzerland and most Eastern
and Central European countries (poten-
tial EU members) opposed the US concept
oflarge-scale reforms in agriculture. Pre-
sumably, the EU and potential EU
members objected to this policy on the
grounds that it would affect maintenance
of the EU's Common Agricultural Policy
of export subsidies and domestic farm
supports. Most developed countries also
supported market access-related reduc-
tions in industrial tariffs. Similarly, most
developed nations supported some nego-
tiations focused on linking trade and
investment, although the United States
vociferously and continuously opposed
its inclusion in any negotiating round
agenda. The EU opposed efforrs of the
United States to set negotiations or even
establish a working group on biotechnol-
ogy issues and refused to support the
Association of South East Asian Nations
(ASEAN) and Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEe) countries' Ad-
vanced Tariff Liberalization initiative.

In tabulating the priorities raised by
the developing world's representatives in

speeches given at or just before the Seattle
meetings, one finds a very different set of
concerns from those raised by the United
States or the EU. At the top of the aggre-
gated developing countries' wish list, as
expected, was the need to address devel-
oping countries' WrO-related concerns
and problems-particularly, how to re-
solve the logistical and budgetary
shorrcomings that handicap developing
nation participation in the WTO imple-
mentation process. Second on the list was
the elimination of trade-distorting agri-
cultural subsidies and protectionist
barriers, a cause that united nearly all
WTO members except the EU and po-
tential EU member states.

A third issue, raised largely by African
and Caribbean members, was the need
for developed countries to effectuate spe-
cial and differential treatment for
developing countries. A close fourth was
the demand of developing countries that
developed countries implement specific
commitments under existing Uruguay
Round agreements, including market
access for developing country exports.
Fifth was the need for improved market
access by developed countries for devel-
oping countries' exports beyond existing
Uruguay Round commitments. Sixth was
the need for increased technical assistance
for developing nations to enable them to

meet their GATT /wro obligations. The
last major priority was the need for devel-
oped nations to accommodate, in the
meantime, the implementation problems
of such developing nations.

In comparing the US agenda for Se-
attle and beyond with the agendas of
concern to most of the rest of the world,
there appears very little convergence be-
tween the issues the United States
intended to pursue and those of impor-
tance to most other WTO member
countries. Except for reforms in agricul-
ture-which united nearly all members
except the EU, EU candidate states, Ja-
pan and Korea-the only other issue
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appearing on both lists concerned nego-
tiation of newwro issue areas, and, even
here, the US appeared at odds with most
of the rest of the wro membership.
Exactly how wide this gulf in concerns
and purposes reached would be seen in
the run-up to Seattle.

THE RocKY ROAD TO SEATTLE

General Council proceeded to invite
submissions from member countries in
order to draft a ministerial declaration that
would, in effect, set the agenda and mo-
dalities for a new round of negotiations. It
was left to the Council to orchestrate
negotiations and drafting in order to en-
sure that a coherent, integrated draft
ministerial decision could be developed
and agreed on for submission to the min-
isters in Seattle in December 1999. This
familiar approach within both the GATT
and the wro was designed to ensure
that the trade ministers themselves could
avoid confrontation and last-minute ne-
gotiations so as to provide the world with
yet another example of consensus-build-
ing within the WTO.

1t didn't work this time.
From May 1998 through July 1999,

the General Council Chair, Ambassador
Ali Said Mchumo of Tanzania, orches-
trated the submission of working papers
on issues of concern and facilitated their
discussion among Geneva-based delega-
tions, as well as the initiation of drafting
efforts to reflect the substance of the issues
under discussion. But it quickly became
apparent that there were significant dis-
agreements among members regarding
both an agenda for the Seattle Ministerial
and the modalities for any new round of
negotiations.

The divisions among members re-
garding possible agenda items have been
noted above. But there were also major
disagreements on modality issues. Early
on, US Trade Representative Barshefsky
suggested that the US government had
made no decision as to whether the talks
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should relate solely to the built-in agenda.
The US government had also made no
decision as to whether to go forward as an
altogether new round, or whether nego-
tiations in any new round should be
limited to parallel discussions of specific
sectors or enlarged to accommodate a
more comprehensive array of both sectoral
and substantive topics.

The EU and Australia, and most de-
veloped nations for that matter, supported
a comprehensive round. Based on the
single undertaking, they also supported a
final package of agreements that would be
announced only upon conclusion of the
round. The United States, meanwhile,
argued for a kind of "rolling leverage"
approach for announcing agreements as
they occurred, with the hope that earlier,
easier agreements would encourage re-
newed efforts and greater flexibility in the
negotiation of more difficult issues over
the longer term. There seemed at least
some agreement that the duration of the
round should be circumscribed and not
open-ended, as it was in the Tokyo and
Uruguay Rounds, and most members
agreed that three years was an appropriate
time from start to finish of the new round.

Wrangling over agenda and modali-
ties continued intermittently through late
1998 and the first half of 1999. During
that period, the General Council met
several times, usually informally, to shep-
herd the discussions toward some early
conclusions on the issues confronted,
without success. At the end of July 1999,
Chairman Mch umo signaled his intent to

issue a first outline of the major issues for
the draft declaration, to be followed up by
submission of an integrated, first draft
text of the declaration for discussion in
early September.

Chairman Mchumo issued the first
draft on October 7. It was greeted with a
firestorrn of protest from developing coun-
try members, orchestrated by the so-called
Like-Minded Group, including India,
Pakistan, Egypt, Malaysia, Indonesia,
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Nigeria, Cuba and some other African
and Central American countries. When
informed that the first draft had already
been circulated a day earlier to a select
group of key delegates, mostly the EU,
United States and other developed na-
tions, the Like-Minded Group demanded
the Chairman issue an addendum to the
first draft to accommodate their concerns
and positions. This was issued on Octo-
ber 11. Then, on October 13, the EU,
Japan, Norway, Korea and Switzerland
charged that the Chairman's draft was
unbalanced and not properly reflective of
their views, declaring it could not be the
basis for any further negotiations. These
events soured the already strained rela-
tions between developed and developing
nations.

Up to this time, most deliberations on
the draft declaration had occurred under
the sponsorship of the General Council
and its chairman, Ambassador Mchumo.
But in the third week of October, WTO
Director General Mike Moore began to
convene certain Green Room sessions of
selected countries and began meeting
with individual delegations, all in an at-
tempt to move the process along. At the
end of October, WTO officials suggested
November 12 as the date for completion
of the Geneva-based Seattle preparatory
process.

On November 3, the WTO Secre-
tariat presented a composite draft of the
portion of a declaration relating to agricul-
ture, based on its understanding of EU
and so-called Cairns Group concerns, in
the hope of bridging the gaps between
them. The Cairns Group, which had
been formed early in the Uruguay Round,
was composed of major agricultural ex-
porting countries, including Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colom-
bia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, New
Zealand and Thailand. Latin American
members of the Cairns Group almost
caused the failure of the Uruguay Round
at the Montreal Mid-Term Review in
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1988 when they insisted that, if there was
no early agreement on agriculture, they
would accept none of the agreements
negotiated during that round, which
would have effectively scuttled both the
round and any of its achievements. The
draft was submitted to them for consid-
eration in a Green Room session at which
delegates from the US, EU, Japan and
Korea were also present. The EU/Japan
group demanded a text reflecting only a
very general scope and goal for future
agricultural negotiations. The Cairns
Group insisted on explicitly stated goals
for the negotiations which were unac-
ceptable to the EU/Japan group.

On November4, fivedevelopingcoun-
tries (Bolivia, Cuba, Mauritius, Panama
and Uganda) complained that the prepa-
ratory process was not sufficiently
transparent to permit their meaningful
participation in that process, specifying,
in particular, the limitation of some dis-
cussions to Green Room groups. Things
heated up even further in the agricultural
discussions. On November 5, Latin mem-
bers of the Cairns Group repeated their
earlier intervention in Montreal, warning
that they would refuse to consider any
expansion of the negotiating agenda be-
yond the already-mandated built-in
agenda topics unless they secured accept-
able language for the draft on agriculture.
Japan then announced it would refuse to
discuss further any agricul tural issues un til
the Seattle Ministerial convened because
the final decision on what constituted an
acceptable agricultural text could only be
made by the trade ministers themselves in
Seattle. The seeds of impasse were being
sown. And in a hint of things to come in
Seattle, the EU and Japan announced
they could only show flexibility on agri-
cultural language of a draft declaration if
they were satisfied that other members
agreed to include their other priority
agenda items, such as investment.

While agriculture was being crippled
at center stage, the various facets of the
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implementation issue were also begin-
ning to unravel. In early November, several
developing nations demanded more trade
benefits than they had received under
existing Uruguay Round agreements
before they would consider any negotia-
tion on new issues. This applied
particularly to their assertion that devel-
oped countries were "back-ending" the
scheduled termination of quotas on im-
ports of textiles and clothing. In addition,
they demanded a five-year moratorium
on dispute settlement cases brought for
their failure to implement Uruguay
Round agreements.

Some developed countries tried to

accommodate the developing countries.
Canada, and even the United States,
suggested their willingness to discuss ex-
tension of a transition period for TRIMS
and TIUPS on a case-by-case basis. The
EU proposed a one-year acceleration of
the termination of textile and clothing
restrictions.

But, in general, the developed nations
rejected most of the demands as unac-
ceptable. The EU stated it would be
willing to offer some "growth-on-growth"
acceleration for textiles, but only in re-
sponse to reciprocal commitments by
developing countries on other issues of
importance to the EU, particularly avoid-
ance of agricultural reforms. The United
States flatly rejected any discussion of
acceleration of the termination of restric-
tions on textile imports. Chairman
Mchumo reported that developed coun-
tries could not resolve issues with the
developing countries regarding preferen-
tial market access for exports of
least-developed countries due to disputes
regarding product coverage.

The situation began to deteriorate.
On November 13, Director General
Moore warned members that the efforts
to craft a draft Seattle Ministerial declara-
tion were facing gridlock. On November
18, Chairman Mchumo, in issuing a
partial draft declaration as a working pa-
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per and status report on discussions, noted
the lack oflanguage on agriculture, imple-
mentation and labor standards. He added
that even those sections for which there
was language did not reflect agreement.
He further warned that it was impossible
to issue a new draft declaration by N 0-

vember7, as originally contemplated, but
stated his hope to issue a full new draft on
or about November 22. Mchumo said
that, because there would not be enough
time for a special discussion of the hoped-
for third draft in the General Council
prior to Seattle, it would be sent directly
to delegates and their capitals for review
just prior to the convening of the minis-
terial on November 30.

On November 22, Mr. Moore made
a last-gasp effort to resuscitate the devel-
opment of a draft declaration by
convoking another Green Room meeting
to formulate a final draft that could be
presented to the trade ministers upon
their arrival in Seattle, but the Secretariat
later announced it would hold offissuing
any new draft until members could agree
on how to deal with the demands of the
developing countries relating to imple-
mentation. That time never came. On
November 24, Director General Moore
announced that the preparatory process
for Seattle was over.

COLLAPSE IN SEATTLE

When they arrived in Seattle, thewro
trade ministers had no already agreed-
upon draft declaration even to review and
discuss, let alone to approve with- a pro
forma flourish in a media event. Instead,
they faced hardening lines of disagree-
ment among those entrusted with the
negotiation of a draft, as well as a number
of important but unresolved issues.
Among the major, but far from only,
issues left for resolution were those per-
taining to agricultural reform and
liberalization, implementation of the ex-
isting Uruguay Round agreements, future
liberalized market access for the exports of
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least-developed nations, and new issues,
especially those pertaining to investment
and labor standards.

Once in Seattle, Ambassador
Barshefsky assumed management of the
Ministerial Conference activities as chair
of the conference. EU Trade Commis-
sioner Pascal Lamyworried aloud that the
preparatory process had not produced a
platform on which to proceed with con-
fidence in Seattle, and that the trade
ministers and their staffs would have to
work much harder than expected to pro-
duce any result at all. But Conference
Chairwoman Barshcfsky dismissed the
falling apart of the preparatory process in
a press conference on November 30, say-
ing that she was "not in the least bit
concerned" about the fact that the process
had not produced a draft ministerial dec-
laration. She noted that this had been the
case in Singapore and other prior ministe-
rial conferences, although, in fact, no
prior conference had ever failed to issue
any declaration, which iswould ulitrnately
occur in Seattle. Instcad, she confidently
predicted that the ministers would pro-
duce a declaration in Seattle that would
launch a new MTN round and that their
declaration would include benchmark
dates to ensure that negotiations stayed
on track (Inside US Trade 1999a).

Even as she spoke, ominous events
were taking place on the streets of Seattle,
as protestors began a campaign of disrup-
tion, impeding access to venues, delaying
and cancelling events, and worsening
even still the declining level of civility of
the conference.

Over the following week, conflict in
the streets led to arrests, delays and a re-
organization of conference venues. Inside
the meetings, however, the conflict was
equally intense, if Jess violent. There was
a clear impasse over agriculture. The I.ike-
Minded Group was applying inrense
pressure in committee to improve irnple-
mentation conditions for developing
nations. The discussions on market access

failed to reach agreement on the coverage
and scope of negotiations, much less agree
on action on non-tariff measures. The
discussions on the Singapore agenda were
plagued by impasse regarding investment
and competition policy, with no changes
from the diametrically opposed positions
of the Geneva meetings, pitting the
United States against the EU, Costa Rica,
Japan, Korea, Poland, Singapore and
Switzerland. In a single hopeful note, it
was reported that the services portion of
the Ministerial Declaration was almost
agreed to.

By the second day, Chairwoman
Barshcfsky announced an effort to force
creation of a draft declaration by asking
chairpersons of the working groups to

forward to herand Director GeneraI Moore
draft inputs on their own responsibility
for incorporation into a draft declaration.
But this effort failed when the chairper-
sons reported that they had found it
impossible to produce such documents
on their own responsibility because of
continuing, irreconcilable differences
among members of their groups. In the
early afternoon, Barshefsky announced
that if working groups had not made
sufficient progress on their sections of the
draft declaration by sixo'clock thatcvening,
she would confide the process to a smaller
group, saying, "I fully reserve the right to
use a more exclusive process to achieve a
final outcome" (Inside US Trade 1999b).

But Director General Moore indi-
cated that he did not feel it appropriate to
take such action. In the late evening and
during the night, ongoing Green Room
conferences focused on producingashort,
very general declaration that would allow
all sides to claim they were not precluded
from raising their priorities issues in any
new round. But these conferences ended
in failure, as well.

The Ministerial Conference was origi-
nally scheduled to close at six 0' clock on
Friday, December 3. Although informal
meetings involving some 30 to 40 minis-
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ters continued through the night ofThurs-
day and through the morning hours of
Friday, by the afternoon of Friday it
became clear there was too little time left
to narrow remaining gaps and achieve
consensus approval of a declaration.

ASSESSING REsPONSIBILITY FOR THE

FAILURE AT SEATTLE

Nearly all of the participants in the
Seattle process can affix blame for the
failure of the conference. The United
States blames the intransigency of the EU
and Japan, saying they subverted efforts
to realize an agreement on an agricultural
agenda for a new round. But House Ways
and Means Trade Subcommittee Chair-
man Phil Crane blames President Clinton
for his insistence that the WTO should
ultimately allow imposition of trade sanc-
tions against countries failing to
implement international labor standards,
although he also cites the EU's refusal to
allow discussion of the elimination of its
export subsidies (Inside US Trade 1999c).
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Bill
Roth also blames President Clinton for his
statement linking labor standards and
rradesanctions, but notes the overall "chaos
and confusion" in Seattle and within the
conference itself (Inside US Trade 1999d).

US Chamber of Commerce President
Thomas Donohue placed part of the
blame on domestic political factors in both
the EU and the US, arguing that their
politicians catered so much to domestic
constituencies that they could no longer
afford the political decisions necessary to
bridge gaps in negotiating positions taken
by the major players (Inside US Trade
199ge). He also allocates part of the blame
to President Clinton's remarks on labor
standards. And it is reported from Canada
that some businesspersons ascribe the
failure, at least in part, to the failure of the
business community to advocate aggres-
sively and persuasively their economic
stakes in securing agreement on a new
round (Inside US Trade 199ge).
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The Swiss Minister of Economic Af-
fairs has been reported as asserting that the
Cairns Group of agricultural exporting
countries contributed to failure of the
conference by demanding far too many
concessions on agriculture, to the preju-
dice of flexibility on any other issues
(Inside US Trade 1999f). African minis-
ters assert that they were shut out of
negotiations and excluded from consid-
eration of issues of major economic
importance to their nations, and that this
contributed to a hardening of the resolve
of African and Caribbean ministers to
refuse ro accept any agreement that failed
to accommodate their implementation
concerns (Organization of African Unity
1999). Caribbean delegates resented be-
ing refused entrance on security pretexts
to a Green Room session of significance to
their nations' trade interests (Fleshman
2000).

In sum, there were a number offactors
that led to the failure at Seattle, some of
which do attach a degree of blame to the
participants. But, first of all, from the
sheer magnificence of the failure, one
might intuit that it represented the ulti-
mate demonstration of Murphy's Law
that "anything that can go wrong, will go
wrong" and, in the case of Seattle, every-
thing that could go wrong, did go wrong.

But in analyzing the failure of the
conference with regard to the involve-
ment ofthe United States, there are several
conclusions.

First, the US did not appear to ad-
equately assess nor make sufficient effort
to accommodate the nature and the depth
of changes that have taken place in the
WTO constituency over recent years.
This is particularly so with regard to the
growing restiveness and new aggregate
clout of developing nations, who repre-
sent a majority in an institution that has
prided itself historically as depending on
consensus in managing its affairs. This
was evident from the significant diver-
gence of the US trade agenda from that of
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the rest of the membership of the WTO.
That divergence suggests the United States
had no coherent strategy to induce devel-
oping nations into new negotiations on its
Issues.

Second, the US administration ap-
pears to have abandoned any effort at
promoting real economic and commer-
cially relevant issues for enhancement of
global trade. Instead, it engaged in a
collateral political effort to cultivate do-
mestic political constituencies, no doubt
with a view toward the current electoral
cycle.

Third, the US also appears, in exercis-
ing the chairmanship of the conference,
to have decided to force th rough its agenda
with little regard for the views of any but
its Quad trading partners, discounting
almost entirely the efforts of most devel-
oping country members [0 achieve a
substantive discussion and realistic nego-
tiation of issues of concern to them.

Finally, the US, which was largely in
control of the planning and logistics of the
conference, simply did not do a very good
job. How else to explain that just at the
moment of possible agreement, when a
few more minutes could have really mat-
tered, trade ministers were forced out of
their venue by building managers to
accommodate the next day's conven-
tioneers?

But the United States certainly does
not deserve sole responsibility or blame
for what did or did not happen in Seattle.
Considerable blame can be apportioned
to the EU, which subordinated all other
issues and concerns of members in its
effort to protect its export subsidies, do-
mestic market support programs and
protectionist market access restrictions.
Particular blame can be placed on its
decision to cuthanize the conference in its
last moments and to try to shield such an
action through the pretext of concerns for
a proper ventilation of other, unrelated
issues such, as investment. Fault can also
be attributed to a new, under-confident

and apparently inexperienced director
general, who had been on the job for only
a few months, for failing to exert leader-
ship and influence the management of
the preparatory process and the confer-
ence activities in the manner of former
Directors General Arthur Dunkel and
Peter Sutherland.

Finally, one can also properly blame
the developing nations' representatives
for their single-minded insistence on their
aggregate implementation demands, with-
out effectively responding to the efforts of
at least some developed nations to try to
accommodate their concerns, both in the
short run of the conference and in the
long run of a new wro ministerial round.
This, however, may reflect that many, if
not most, such delegates came to Seattle
authorized to articulate their country's
concerns and demands, but not necessar-
ily to negotiate resolutions thereof.

Trade negotiations, like trade itself, are
a give-and-get activity-you have to give
in order to get. In the end, blame pretty
much attaches to all participants for their
general tendency consistently to talk past
each other, rather than to, and with, each
other. There simply was no giving. And
yes, then there were the anarchists who
did everything they could to disrupt
proceedings. So pretty much everyone
was to blame. But the benefit of everyone
being to blame is that no single group has
to shoulder all of the blame, which can
operate in the future to enable the wro's
members to rise above the failure of Seattle
and get on with efforts to liberalize world
trade.

WHERE Do WE Go FROM HERE?

There is life after Seattle. Before, dur-
ing and after Seattle there was, is and will
still be the built-in agenda, already man-
dated as to topic and schedule by the
Uruguay Round agreements, although
they do not prescribe a duration nor any
outcome for such negotiations. For 2000
and 200 1 specifically, it calls for negotia-
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tions for the progressive liberalization of
services, continuation of the reform pro-
cess in agriculture, and increased protection
for geographical indicators for wines and
spirits.

The built-in agenda also includes a
lengthy work plan ofWTO reviews and
other consideration for a number of issues
that could evolve into negotiations, such
as a review of existing tariffs and non-tariff
measure commitments, a review of the
TRIPS and TRIMS agreements, and some
consideration of subsidies in services.

Some of these agenda items also pro-
vide a hopeful opportunity to revisit some
of the divisive issues that led to the break-
down of the more public and demanding
Seattle process. Since the built-in agenda
was not and is not governed by the Seattle
conference, it seems unlikely that the
United States would continue to chair
management of this effort.

Secondly, ir seerns clear that rhe United
States, the EU, probably most developed
nations and even some advanced devel-
oping nations want to go forward toward
a new MTN round. So it is also clear that,
whether formally or informally, trade dip-
lomats will be getting together to renew
discussions on how to proceed, what the
process might entail, and possible agenda
items.

In December 1999, the United States
and the EU got together again in one of
their periodic high-level summits and,
after papering over their differences in
Seattle, issued a statement about a new
round of talks. They said:

A new Round has to be defini-
tively different from its
predecessors. It should encompass
the built-in agenda of agriculture
and services, further and effective
market access liberalization, sup-
port our efforts to harness
globalization by strengthening and
extending WTO rules, and ad-
dress the concerns of both
developing countries and civil so-
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ciety .... [W]e need to take full
account of the lessons of Seattle. In
particular, workshould be directed
toward a set of measures that will:
provide better opportunities for
wider participation by all mem-
bers (including developing
countries) in the decision-making
processes of thewro; offer greater
transparency (both within the or-
ganization and vis-a-vis the ourside
world); and improve public access,
including through broader access
to WTO documents and en-
hanced consultation procedures
with civil society (Fleshman
1999g).
Interest in a new trade round is not

necessarily confined to the developed
nations. Many deveioping nations un-
derstand that only in some kind of
multilateral process that brings them to-
gether with the developed nations will
their concerns about implementation,
market access, and special and differential
treatment ripen into real solutions. They
have paid a high price to join the club and
they understand, finally, that exclusion is
not an option-they have to work within
the rules. So for the developing nations, it
is an issue of how to best understand,
interpret and apply existing rules to ac-
commodate their problems, and how best
to ensure their effective participation in
writing any new rules.

Bur there are a lot of potential road-
blocks in the way. The US Congress must
deal with a likely resolution that would
deny funding for WTO activities-in
effect, a vote on whether the United
States should remain in the wro. Of
course it will remain, but the debate will
give Congress an opportunity to work off
a lot of steam abour its concerns regarding
the WTO. Legislative concerns for ap-
proval of the United States-People's
Republic of China agreement for the
latter's accession to the WTO and ap-
proval of an African/Caribbean Basin
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Initiative package of concessionary tariff
measures must be resolved in the near
term or delayed until after the forthcom-
ing US elections. Elections in the EU may
harden positions on trade issues in its 15
member countries.

Of course, the US negotiators still do
not have "fast track" authority to facilitate
the effective realization of any agreements
that might be made. More importantly,
they almost certainly will not obtain it
during 2000. There are also real and
important issues of so-called institutional
reforms in the operations of the wro
that must be clarified and resolved, or at
least defined, for a future negotiating
agenda.
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Feature Interviews

The World Trade Organization (WTO) meeting held in Seattle during December
1999 was notable nor only for rhe chaos in the streets. bur also for the apparent failure
of the ministerial meetings themselves. In addition to the tumult outside the meetings,
Seattle broughr to the floor conflicts over the priorities for the next round of
negoriations, disagrccmcnrs between rich and poor nations and a growing schism
between the CS and the other founding members of the (;eneral Agreement on Tariff.~
and Trade (GATT).

In this issue of The Review, Interview Editor Ann Strohm and Executive Editor
Matthew Taylor had the opportunity to interview three individuals intimately
involved in the formulation and analysis of trade policy. Here we present our dialogue
with Ambassador Charlene Barshcfsky, United States Trade Representative and Chair
of the Seattle Ministerial Conference; Dr. Jagdish Bhagwari, Arthur Lehman Professor
of Economics and professor of political science at Columbia University; and, Dr.
Robert titan, vice president and director of the Economic Studies Program and Cabot
family Chair in Economics at the Brookings Institution.

Interview with Ambassador Charlene
Barshefsky, United States
Trade Representative

The more than 150 ministerial state-
mentsfrom Seattle reflected a great diuide
between thepriorities of the industrialized
nations and those ofleast-deoetoped coun-
tries (LDCs). Given LDCs' relatioely small
share of world trade and domestic political
pressures in both the US and Europe, how
can these differences be reconciled?

We have a responsibility to ensure
that the trading system docs as much as
it should for the least-developed na-
tions-those countries in Africa, Asia,
Latin America and the Middle East most
deeply afflicted by poverty, hunger and
isolation from the world economy.

Our administration has taken up this
challenge in areas well beyond trade. For
example, in many least developed coun-
tries, the financial burden posed by debt

has made growth very difficult. This was
the chief concern many African govern-
ments raised with us at the first-ever US-
Africa Ministerial last year. And thus,
President Clinton has challenged our
Congress and the world to forgive 100
percent of this debt when relief will help
finance basic human needs.

Trade policy also has a role to play.
These nations need access to markets,
especially in areas of comparative advan-
tage. At times they need technical assis-
tance to implement the market access
commitments through which they attract
investment and gain exposure to modern
technologies.

Part of this is greater market access for
the poorest countries. We are prepared to
do this unilaterally, as the president stressed
in his State of the Union address, by

------ -- -- ---- --- -- ---- -- ---
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securing passage this year of legislation
further opening US markets to goods
from Africa and the Caribbean. This is of
fundamental importance to growth and
sustainable development for the people
of these regions, and will also help them
become better markets for our own prod-
ucts.

Equally crucial, we must develop bet-
ter means to help these countries partici-
pate fully in the trading system. Many of
them come to the table with less experi-
ence in trade policy and at times fewer
resources to devote to it. They often
rightly feel they have difficulty in assert-
ing their rights and interests in the World
Trade Organization (WfO). A proposal
we introduced last year-together with
Bangladesh, Lesotho, Nigeria, Senegal
and Zambia-to improve the technical
assistance and capacity-building programs
available from the WTO and other inter-
national institutions, can serve as a start-
ing point.

How do you respond to the charge that
intellectual property concerns,pbytosanitary
protection, human rights and the like are
forms offirst world protectionism that may
threaten the process of liberalization in
IDCs, while hindering sustainable devel-
opment?

The goal of the WTO agreements on
intellectual property and sanitary and
phytosanitary (SPS) measures are, respec-
tively, to spur progress in science, technol-
ogy and the creative industries; and to
protect animal, plant and human health.
These are goals we share with deveioping
countries, and the WTO agreements play
a part in them.

With respect to intellectual property
policy, our experience at home and world-
wide shows that countries that want to
develop modern high-tech industries re-
quire a base of respect for intellectual
property rights. This is true for develop-

ing countries as well as for us. Protection
of the investment Americans have put
into research and development is also an
important American national interest, and
we take defense of this interest quite
seriously. However, we approach the is-
sue with flexibility in individual circum-
stances. For example, we developed a
cooperative approach with the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services on
health-related intellectual property mat-
ters, ensuring that application of US trade
law related to intellectual property re-
mains sufficiently flexible to respond to
legitimate public health crises. It will also
ensure that the minimum standards of
the WTO agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) are respected.

Likewise, the United States has a fun-
damental right to protect human, animal
and plant health. We therefore retain the
right to exclude from our market prod-
ucts (from domestic or foreign sources)
which transparent, fair and science-based
regulation shows to pose a health threat.
At the same time, we do not believe it is
appropriate to abuse sanitary and
phytosanitary measures for protectionist
purposes. That is the basis of our own SPS
measures, and of the WTO agreements in
this field.

With respect to human rights, the
United States feels its responsibility for
leadership in this field keenly. How-
ever, modern international standards
have been developed th rough the
Universal Declaration on Human
Rights and subsequent international
conventions on civil and political rights,
torture, genocide, elimination of dis-
crimination against women and other
topics rather than through the trading
system. Thus, the UN Human Rights
Commission, rather than the WTO, is
the principal forum in which we raise
specific concerns about particular coun-
tries.
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President Clinton is thefirst president in
25 years not to have fast track trade negoti-
ating authority. Do you think future presi-
dents will be restricted in a similar fashion
and how will this 4fect the U.S' ability to
lead within the WID in the next round of
talks?

Fast track is an important tool for
increasing market access for US exports,
but if you look at our record on trade since
1995, I don't think the lack of fast track
impeded our ability to achieve our major
trade goals.

I think that future presidents will have
fast track authority. However, I think that
experience has shown us that fast track
needs to be linked to a concrete trade
agreement, not just a concept. Congress
and the American people will support fast
track ifit is linked to a specific trade goal.

Recently the WTO made one of itsfirst
major rulings against the United States.
Many have argued that further rulings
against the US will threaten the stability of
the wro system. In your opinion, how is the
dispute settlement system working? How
can the process be strengthened and legiti-
mized?

first of all, the dispute settlement
process under the WTO is much stronger
than the dispute settlement process was
under the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT). The wro process
has strict timetables for panel proceedings
and parties cannot block findings that are
unfavorable to it. After five years, WTO
members now know that if they violate
their WTO commitments, there will be
consequences.

We welcome that development. The
United States has long sought an interna-
tional trading system that is governed by
enforceable rules. In fact, the United
States is the most active user ofthe WTO's
dispute settlement process. We have filed
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49 cases with the wro and of the 25
cases that have been resolved to date, we
have won 23, either through panel pro-
ceedings or settlement.

But there are still problems that we feel
need to be addressed in order to strengthen
the system even more. What we would
really like to see is more openness in the
wro's dispute settlement process. The
United States has taken a number of steps
to improve the transparency of the wrO.
The United States Trade Representative
(USTR) seeks public comment through
a Federal Register notice, on every dispute
that goes to a wro panel where the
Uni ted States is a party .We also make our
written submissions to panels and the
Appellate Body available to the public as
soon as they are submitted. And we urge
all parties not only to do the same, but to
join us in agreeing to open panel hearings
to public observers, as openness in the
wro's dispute settlement process is es-
sential to ensure the public's trust and
support of the system.

The accessionof China has revealedenor-
mous strains within the WTO structure. In
the past, trade with China has been a
volatile political issue in the us. Do you
believe that the accession will transfer this
volatility away.from the US Congress and
to the WTO dispute settlement structure? If
so, what are the implications for the WTO
as an organization?

Within the wro, China's accession
has been complex and demanding, as
China is both a large economy and a major
trader, and a reforming economy which
retains some unusual structural character-
istics. However, I do not feel the accession
has caused unusual strains within the
wro; rather, all concerned members
have handled their negotiations with
China professionally, deliberately and
with the goal of bringing China into the
wro on a commercially meaningful
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basis.
Within the US, of course, Members of

Congress and the public have many ques-
tions about the broader US-China rela-
tionship. The WTO accession will help
us address those questions relating to our
trade relationship, through a comprehen-
sive set of commitments covering agricul-
ture, industrial goods, services, unfair trade
practices and enforcement. Over the long
run, it can also contribute to our interest
in regional security and liberalization
within China, by integrating China more
securely in the Pacific and world econo-
mies, and by encouraging more thorough
domestic economic reform and opening
to the world. However, no trade agree-
ment will solve all the problems on the
US-China agenda. I am confident that
Congress will continue to debate our
China policies, and I view this as entirely
appropriate.

Many have argued that the Seattle meet-
ings should lead to a period of reflection on
thefuture of the W1 o. What are the lessons
that the US should draw from Seattle, both
in terms of activism on environmental,
human rights and labor issues,and in terms
of the-future of the WTO asan organization?

The protests and internal criticisms of
the WTO were not at the heart of the
negotiating impasse in the ministerial
meetings-that reflected a familiar de-
bate over trade issues that are quite diffi-
cult for some WTO members, in particu-
lar the liberalization of agriculture.
However, over the long term, only through
openness and willingness to listen to its
critics will the trading system retain the
broad support of the public and its mem-
ber governments over time.

This does not mean that all criticisms
are valid. Indeed, part of the response
must be a rejection of unsubstantiated
and more radical criticisms. The core vi-
sion of the trading system is right: open-
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ing markets in the past decades has sparked
growth, reduced poverty and strength-
ened peace. And to begin reversing the
work we have done would be irrespon-
sible and damaging in the extreme, for
hopes of rising labor and environmental
standards as well as world economic
growth and living standards.

Rut the WTO must also be willing to

listen to and act upon legitimate criticisms
and incorporate new ideas. Most immedi-
ately, it must address concerns about
transparency which are valid and can be
easily remedied. This is especially impor-
tant in dispute settlement, where the
current practice is to close arguments to
the public. If this remains unchanged,
public confidence in the system will erode.

Likewise, the WTO's internal pro-
cesses can be improved and updated.
Since 1986, when the Uruguay Round
opened, the WTO has grown by over 50
percent, from 90 to 135 members, with
more to follow this year. It is not only
larger but more diverse, ranging from the
world's most developed to its poorest
countries, and covering each point of the
spectrum in between. Each of these mem-
bers has different priorities and interests,
adding to the complexity of negotiations.
Over time, we should develop a more
effective means of ensuring both partici-
pation and efficient consensus-building.
However, as we address the issue, we must
be careful not to alter the principle of
consensus for decision-making in the
WTO, and ensure that such procedural
discussions do not distract us from taking
immediate action on core policy issues.

There are also clear areas in which the
WTO can do more to hel p environmental
protection, for example: elimination of
environmentally abusive subsidies, such
as fishery subsidies which contribute to

over-fishing; elimination of barriers to

trade in environmental goods and ser-
vices; and the disciplining of agricultural
subsidies, including the elimination of
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agricultural export subsidies. And the
WTO can contribute to the advance of
internationally recognized core labor stan-
dards.

We should also, however, draw lessons
for the future from our experience in
Seattle in these areas. While our environ-
mental proposals won a substantial
amount of support, we received at times
intense criticism for pressing to open a
discussion of trade and labor. If we are to
move forward, I believe we must address
more effectively the reasons many devel-
oping countries are suspicious of these
discussions. Few wan t to special ize in low-
wage industries; almost all would prefer
highly skilled, healthy and prosperous
work-forces. But most also fear discrimi-
nation against their products that would
block development and perpetuate pov-
erty. Clearly, our proposals in this area
have no such intention and would have
no such effect. But if the trading system
is to playa role in achieving the shared goal
of improving labor standards-as it
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should-we must find ways to allay these
concerns.

What, in your view, are the top three
priorities for the U5 government in this
round of WTO talks?

At present, the WTO has not agreed
to open a full formal round, so it is
premature to set specific priorities. In
the interim, the WTO has agreed to

open negotiations on agriculture and
services. We support and applaud this
commitment, as these are the sectors in
which trade remains most distorted
and restricted, and in which opening
markets will mean a great deal for de-
velopment and technological progress
worldwide. Our goal at this point is to
build consensus for a new round, whose
agenda could cover such issues as ac-
tion in favor of the least developed
countries, trade facilitation, industrial
market access, WTO reform and other
topics.
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helped give shape to the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation forum and isa leading architect of the
Clinton Administration s Africa Trade Initiative. Prior to her appointment as Deputy US7R,
Ambassador Barshefiky was apartner in the Washington, DC lawfirm of Steptoe &Johnson. She
graduated from the University of Wisconsin in 1972 and, in J 975, from the Columbus School
of Law at the Catholic University in Washington, DC
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The latest negotiatine round broke down
in Seattle on issues of human rights, envi-
ronmental concerns and labor standards.
Although you have argued that the World
Trade Organization (WTO) is not the
place to address these issues,doyou think the
WTO may have to give a voice to groups
pushing these issues, in order to successfully
negotiate a new round? How can the WTO
address the interests of thesegroups without
scuttling its own effectiveness as a trade
organization?

The round broke down due to a host
of reasons converging together. Among
the minor ones were: very little time was
left-three months-to Director Gen-
eral Mike Moore to organize the agenda;
Moore was handicapped seriously by the
paucity of staff-the WTO has about 10
economists on average in its economics
division and a staff cur to and into the
bone, where "sister" organizations such as
the World Bank and the International
Monetary fund (IMF) have excessively
bloated staffs that cry our for retrench-
ment-and a major player, the US, had
its mind on another ball, the China deal.

One could go on. I even heard a faintly
ridiculous member of the US delegation
give a talk at Columbia and say that a
factor in the breakdown was that the
convention hall had been taken by the
optometrists for their meeting, starting
Saturday, so the talks could not continue
beyond Friday. Evidently this pathetic
man should have stayed on through Sat-

urday to get his eyes examined by one of
those optometrists!

The major factors included the US
intransigence over considering anti-dum p-
ing issues seriously in the new multilateral
trade negotiating (MTN) round; Mr.
Pascal Lamy's demand that agriculture be
considered in terms of its "multi-func-
tionality"; the European Union (EU)
demand for a broader round than the US
wanted; and other arcane issues. But in
my view, none of this presented an insu-
perable difficulty.

The real round-breaker was the fact
that the substantial developing countries
such as India, Egypt and Brazil, and in-
deed many Asian countries generally, were
adamantly opposed to purring labor is-
sues in the form of a social clause onto the
WTO agenda. 1t is hard to say how deeply
the "least developed" countries felt about
this, or where some Latin American coun-
tries, in the shadow of the United States,
would come out on the issue. The sub-
stantial developing countries saw the de-
mand for a WTO working party on the
subject as, not merely a foot, but both feet
in the door despite the bald-faced assur-
ances by the United States Trade Repre-
sentative (USTR) that this was not so and
that the establishment of a working party
stilllcft open the question whether a social
clause would be the next step.

When the president talked of eventual
trade sanctions if labor rights were vio-
lated, in his Wednesday interview prior to
reaching Seattle, he was universally inter-
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preted as having torn down, wittingly or
unwittingly, the veil of deception by the
USTR. That made these developing coun-
tries finally draw a line in the sand; and the
US, with the Clinrons and Gore in hock
to the ArL-CIO and steel and garments
unions, were on the other side of that line.
That was it.

In fact, what is astonishing is that this
US administration has never answered
the deep questions of"appropriare gover-
nance" that I, and then others, have raised:
i.e., which issues to raise and pursue in
which international institutions. It is as if
we were dealing with a bunch of defocto
morons. And if you think that this
"multicultural," liberal administration of
our own Democrats-l am one-is dis-
playing benign attitudes to the poorcoun-
tries in its thinking about the WTO's
architecture, just forget it.

This is in fact equally true of institu-
tions such as the World Bank, deeply
under our influence, where Mr. James
Wolfensohn talks a good language of
"poverty" and his much-advertised em-
pathy for developing countries. How-
ever, he has no courage to ask the incon-
venient policy questions that matter: e.g.,
is intellectual property protection good
for the developing countries, and should
we not unravel it? Nor is he symmetric: he
asks good questions about corruption but
his focus ison the client countries, whereas
if he only opened the windows in his air-
conditioned room, he would see plenty of
corruption in Washington, DC itself. But
then he goes numb since he owes his job
to Messrs. Clinton and Gore and must
also mind Congress. This speaks also to
rhe "appropriate governance" issue: the
developed countries, which have more
control over the World Bank, do norwanr
to have the research capability of the
WTO developed, keeping it starved as I
said earlier. They would rather have the
WTO define its issues by using the for-
eignlegion of the World Bank, in particu-
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lar; but that foreign legion's self interest is
best advanced by toeing the line of Mr.
Wolfensohn, who must toe the line of the
main donor countries! A little bit of real-
istic political economy goes a long way in
understanding the games that the rich
nations play. And the poor countries are
beginning to do just that, including in
relation to the WTO.

Soon after the Seattle conference, you
wrote in the Financial' rimes that the WTO
ran the risk of being "hijacked by the NGOs
and lobby groups of rich countries. " Now
that the majority of WiD members are less-
developed nations, could you speculate on
what might happen should such rich country
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
continue their campaign against the WTO?
Is this an issue that will be resolvedwith the
end of the current US electoralcampaign, or
do you think the fight has only just begun?

The Third World NGOs are now
speaking out more forcefully from the
perspective of the poor nations. Thus,
Martin Khor of the Third World Net-
work has spoken forcefully against link-
age repeatedly, including at UNCTAD's
last meeting in Bangkok. Pradeep Mehta
of CUTS, the leading Indian NGO on
consumer and trade issues, is starting a
major research project on the same issues,
focusing precisely on "appropriate gover-
nance" perspectives.

IfI were an optimist, I would say that
the best NGOs here will respond progres-
sively to these emerging responses and
down the road, we may well see a conver-
gence of minds among the NGOs on
some key issues.

I am a pessimist, however, on twO

other grounds. First, the labor unions
such as UNITE, the AFL-CIO and
ICFTU (based in Brussels), militantly
support trade sanctions, and hence the
WTO's social clause, as the way to go to
advance labor rights. They are wrong but
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hugely rich by the standards of the poor
nations, and money talks.

Second, the left-of-center "Third Way"
politicians in Washington (and also in
Paris and now Bonn) have sold out to the
unions. The political economy of all this
is cynical. The unions are to be placated,
not by doing things at home like disman-
tling the domestic constraints that have
contributed greatly to their decline (to less
than 14 percent of the workforce in the
US), but at the expense of the poor
countries by imposing constraints on
them instead. Take Chancellor Schroeder:
as he runs afoul of his left, as symbolized
by the noisy departure of his left-wing
Finance Minister Mr. La Fontaine, he has
changed Germany's position to a favor-
able on the social clause. The Left, which
he will not appease by sacrificing his
program to get Germany to centrist eco-
nomic policies, is to be compensated by
imposing constraints on the poor nations!

If these two malign factors continue
unchanged, and both the captive politi-
cians and the unions and other sympa-
thetic NGOs continue to create the may-
hem and the pressures that Seattle
witnessed, then the likely conclusion will
soon be that MTN rounds will no longer
be considered the ideal way to liberalize
trade further on a reciprocal basis. Trade
will continue to be liberalized, at the
WTO in services and agriculture under
the post-Uruguay Round unfinished
agendas, and also through unilateral trade
liberalization, as countries see their own
interest in not maintaining high trade
barriers. The wro will then remain in
status quo, except for a few important and
necessary changes in regard to transpar-
ency in the dispute settlement mecha-
nism and mechanisms for the cognizance
of civil-society views from around the
world (and not just from the developed
country NGOs).

Many of the least-developed countries
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(LDCs) argued in Seattle that previous
trade rounds had already addressed many of
the majorconcernsof the richestmembers, but
had yet to deal with LDC issues. Many
ministerial statements asserted that, in its
current guise, the WTO biases trade toward
the developed world. How doyou react, and
what are the steps that you think can be
taken to better incorporate LDCs?

We have to be careful in understand-
ing this issue. True, the reductions in
trade barriers have often left out items of
interest to many poor countries: e.g., tex-
tiles and agriculture. But that was be-
cause, under 5pecial & 0 ifferential T rcat-
merit, the poor countries were able to get
(through most-favored nation (MFN)
status) the benefits of trade concessions
by the rich countries without having to
offer any trade concessions of their own.
Well, in a game of reciprocal concessions,
you get little for free. The rich countries
therefore deliberately did not liberalize
trade in products of interest to the poor
countries. Now, the poor countries are
also players. So, they will both make and
receive trade concessions.

Besides, this is not a bad idea in the
sense that, if reciprocity induces the poor
countries to undertake more trade liberal-
ization than they would otherwise under-
take, that is good. I, and many others
today, believe that trade liberalization is
good for you whether you arc rich or poor.

The specific complaints that the Uru-
guay Round did not do much for the poor
countries are not too compelling. The
MFA agreement dismantles textiles pro-
tectionism completely as far as quotas are
concerned. The complaint, a legitimate
one, is that it is end-loaded and, of course,
tariffs will remain a problem. And now
the unions, such as UNITE in the US, are
fighting a rearguard action in regional
agreements to attach labor requirements
to tariff reductions, seeking to raise the
cost of production in the poor countries
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even as they offer tariff cuts, thus taking
away with one hand what they say they
will give with the other.

There are other implementation issues
where the poor countries want extensions
of grace periods. I agree with them.
Ialso agree with Mike Moore's initia-

tive to offer generous, even total, tariff
reductions in products of the greatest
interest to the least developed countries.
But I would like to ensure that this is done
on an MFN basis. Otherwise, you can be
sure that much of the consequent boost to
these countries' exports will be at the
expense of the exports of similar products
from countries just above the line of the
least developed countries. Of course, talk-
ing cynically again, that is precisely why
you may expect the Moore initiative to
take the form of discriminatory, non-
MFN tariff concessions to the least devel-
oped countries. And, if the stalled Africa
trade initiative of the US is any guide, you
can also assume that the "generosity"
towards these poorest nations will be
accompanied by reverse preferences, as
when the tariff-free access on garments
from Africa is linked to their being made
predominantly from US textiles.

Past wro decisions injauor o/the US,
on bananas and beefhonnones, upset the EU
and appeared to threaten the survival of the
WTO. Then, on february 24, 2000, the
WTO upheld aprevious decision in favor of
the EU, which argued that USforeign sales
corporations act as illegal export subsidies for
US firms. This appeared to pose an equally
serious threat, as it was one of the first major
rulings against the US, with serious impli-
cations for some of the largest US firms.

First, how great is the threat to the wro
posed by these trade disputes between its
largest members? Does the press over-exagger-
ate the effect of these decisions, or is this truly
trade brinkmanship?

Second, what does the prominence of
these settlements say about how the dispute
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settlement system is working? How can the
process be strengthened and legitimized?

First, I do not believe there is really tit-
for-tat involved in the EU successfully
mounting a case against us on illegal
export subsidies right after they lost the
high-profile bananas and hormone-fed
beef cases. It was high time that someone
brought the case against us on the subsi-
dies, which are a boondoggle for the rich
corporations and a bad idea from the
viewpoint of US welfare. The EU did us
an enormous favor, just as the successful
US case against India, on the latter's im-
port restrictions by an unjustifiable in-
voking of Article XVIII (b) (which refers
to balance of payments difficulties) was
an enormous favour to India. It is an
astonishing comment on our media, and
the ability of the USTR and Treasury to

obfuscate matters by subliminally invok-
ing national ist sentiments, that the matter
was presented as an EU plot to embarrass
us.

Second, the bananas case cannot be
compared with the hormone-fed beef
case. The former relates to protectionism;
the latter does not. The bananas case was
complicated by the fact that the effect of
theEU loss would be to hurt badly the
small Caribbean countries, rather than
the EU itself. This was a clear case where
compensating bilateral and multilateral
assistance to these small countries, to go
with the WTO decision, was necessary, as
I noted in a letter to The Financial Times
at the time.

The beef case is far closer to the prob-
lem raised by genetically modified (GM)
products. The EU is unable to get its
panicked citizens to accept hormone-fed
beef even though a scientific test principle
(agreed upon at the Uruguay Round)
cannot be met. These citizens insist on the
less restrictive precautionary principle
which in layman's language means: in am
worried about a product, I should be
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allowed to remain worried about it even
though I may be regarded as a country
hick or a creationist by the scientific
folks, and I should then be allowed (0

proscribe the sale and purchase of that
product.

The Uruguay Round accords per-
mit us to retaliate, as we did with tariffs
on nearly $200 million worth of EU
products when the EU lost the WTO
case and could not comply by vacating
the proscription on hormone-fed beef.
This is evidently silly. If we did this with
GM products, the retaliation could be
billions of dollars worth of foreign trade:
"Frankenstein foods" would have led to
Frankenstein terror! The answer has to be
labeling solutions and/or financial com-
pensation, related to the gains from
trade lost (which are a small fraction of
the trade volume lost). Compensation
should also possibly be channeled, as
with tort payments, to the party dam-
aged, i.e., the hormone-fed beef pro-
ducers in the US. We economists arc
now beginning to discuss these "bet-
ter" ways of coping with adverse, now-
binding, findings at the WTO.

Over the next ten years, what are the
biggest challenges that you believe the
WTO and its members will face? What is
your view of the future offree trade in light

of these challenges? What are the odds of
the WTO surviving the next decade in
fonctional form?

I believe the wro will indeed sur-
vive. Only a few Neanderthals, on both
the Left and the Right, want it abolished;
and they cannot prevail.

Even as it stands, it has shown its
mettle. Irs primary aims had been two-
fold: ro prevent (principally through the
use of bindings) beggar-my-neighbor
types of competitive tariff raising that
had marred the 1930s; and to help nego-
tiate reciprocal reductions in trade barri-
ers. The latter was proven successful
through the postwar period and it is still
working. The former was demonstrated
anew by the fact that, even with a shock
as huge as the Asian financial crisis, tariffs
did not escalate (though other factors also
help explain this sanguine outcome).

But I do expect. and indeed hope,
that the WTO will adapt. Especially, the
shift (0 a binding dispute settlement
mechanism has made the WTO subject
inevitably to sovereignty concerns from
both ends of the political spectrum, from
Ralph Nader to Jesse Helms. NGOs,
from both the rich and the poor coun-
tries, want more transparency and voice.
Ingenious and nuanced ways to do this
will have to be found. I believe we can.
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There have been a number explanations
offeredfor the collapseof the Seattle ministe-
rial meeting. How would you explain the
breakdown?

I'll start with the causes for the Seattle
collapse. Cerrainly the protestors played
a part. But I would say it was more of an
atmospheric effect, because at the end of
the day, even without the demonstrators,
there wasn't enough of a cons ensus among
the various parries to have allowed them
to have come out with a final agreement.
I say this only with the benefit of 20/20
hindsight. At the time, I was one of a
majority of analysts who believed that
because the president had put so much
personal prestige into getting an affirma-
tive outcome in advance of the meetings,
that somehow, someway, the negotiators
would find a way to at least paper over
their differences and come out with a
communique. This is the way these inter-
national meetings typically end up.

But now with the benefit of hind-
sight, and putting aside the issue of the
demonstrators, I think there were several
issues that hung the negotiations. First,
the developing countries felt slighted, to
say the least, both substantively and pro-
cedurally. On matters of substance, they
were put off by the adamant suggestions
by the United States and the Europeans
that labor and the environment would be
part of the trade negotiations. Certainly,

with all the demonstrators out there, that
only reinforced the message to the devel-
oping countries that they were on the
outside of this deal.

In fact, that is one of the supreme
ironies. A lot of the demonstrators were
out there thinking that they were protect-
ing the developing countries. If you asked
the average developing country represen-
tative, "Are these demonstrators serving
our interests?" they would say, "Abso-
lutely not. What they're doing is advanc-
ing causes that will keep our products-
developing country products-out of
developed country markets." In effect,
the developing countries were saying, "the
protestors are kicking us when we're al-
ready down." In any event, there was no
meeting of the minds on labor and the
environ men t.

To make matters worse, at the very end
of the Seattle talks, the developing coun-
tries reportedly were not let in to the "G reen
Room" where the final deals supposedly
were being cut. Understandably, the de-
veloping countries therefore felt every bit
as excluded as the demonstrators who
were outside in the middle of the street
demonstrating. So, on procedural
grounds, you had a lot of hurt feelings.

Second, the developing countries, as
well as Japan, wanted movement from the
United States on anti-dumping. The
United States, I think for political reasons,
took the hard-line position that there
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would be no movement on anti-clump-
ing rules. The fact is that ultimately, the
whole issue of anti-dumping will have to
be addressed in future trade negotiations,
for at least two reasons: it is increasingly
recognized that there is almost" 110 eco-
nomic defense of the existing anti-dump-
ing regime; and, the current system clearly
docs work to the detriment of rhc devel-
oping countries, and they know that.

A third issue that helped lead to a
breakdown was a major rift between the
United States and the Europeans over
agricultural subsidies. We wanted to get
rid of them. We also were taking a hard
line on the Europeans' claims that rhey
wanted safety reguiation ro supercede
trade, and as you know, the Europeans
were very upset about genetically modi-
fied foods (CMOs). The United States,
on the other hand, at least corning into
Seattle, saw the whole issue of GMOs as
one of trade, not science. So, you had both
the subsidy and the GMO issue causing
a rift.

Looking ahead, if the United States
wants a trade deal with Europe. we arc
probably going to have to compromise
and settle for something short of total
commitment by the Europeans to elimi-
nate all agricultural subsidies by a fixed
date. The subjcct of agricultural subsidies
is so politically sensitive in Europe-
farmers in France, for example, are pcr-
fcedy capable of shutting down the coun-
try-that it's not feasible for them to
make that kind of total commitment, at
least not yet anyway. A more feasible
objective is to persuade European gov-
ernments to reduce existing subsidies and
protection at a faster rate, without having
them commit at this time to total elimina-
tion.

Compromise also will be necessary on
both sides on CMOs. Ultimately, I be-
lieve the United States and other coun-
tries will have to agrec on some kind of
labeling system to allow consumers to
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choose whether they want to have GMO
products or not. On the other hand, the
Europeans cannot, in my view, justifiably
stick to their position that they can keep
out everything, even though there arc a
lot of scientists around the world (includ-
ing in the United States) who say that
CMOs are not harmful.

Do you think that the implications of the
breakdown at Seattle have been overstated?

In the short-run, it's hard to make the
case that the breakdown has been that
damaging, because there's so much trade
that's going on, and so much globaliza-
tion that's already occurred. In short, in
the absence of some major U-turn in
policy, the verdict of the market is clear:
there will be more and more trade over
t ime. The advent of electronic commerce,
and the Internet revolution, is only going
to accelerate economic interdependence
among countries.

When] put on my optimistic glasses,
which I do most of the time, I say that
despite the Seattle breakdown, not much
can get in the way of growing interdepen-
dence. But I have my pessimistic days.
There are several reasons why.

Fred Bergsten, who directs the Insti-
nne for International Economics, has been
a long-time advocate of what is called the
"bicycle theory" of international trade
negotiations. This theory holds that un-
less countries keep pedaling forward to-
ward further liberalization, protectionist
forces will gathcr strength and eventually
countries will fall off the bicycle-with a
trade war as the result. We sce some
evidence of those protectionist forces al-
ready with resort by the United States,
and increasingly other countries, to anti-
dumping remedies. There is also a danger
that if no further progress is made toward
trade liberalization, countries will use regu-
latory and safety findings by as an excuse
to keep foreign products out. Over time,
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like barnacles on a ship, such actions will
encrust the trading system and start to
erode the benefits offreer trade.

To be sure, this is a long-run concern.
To borrow an analogy that Charles
Schultze here at Brookings used with
respect to the budget deficit, when we
had one: the effect of the budget on the
economy was like having termites in the
woodwork. It's a slow, pernicious process
that you don't really realize is happening
until you wake up one day and realize that
the house is falling down.

I can't tell you that if there are no more
trade negotiations, America's economic
"house" is going to fall down tomorrow.
Butwe had a period, a very dark chapter
in world history, where between the World
Wars, we ended up with amajordepres-
sion, which led to much less interdepen-
dence, which led to World War II. So, we
have bad history on our side that we
shouldn't forget~

In fact, the possible interaction be-
tween trade policy and economy is the
second, shorter run, reason I'm worried
about the current drift in US trade policy.
If and when another economic downturn
takes place in the United States and dcvcl-
oped countries, there will be growing
pressures for protection. That always hap-
pens in downturns. If there isn't some
forward momentum for further trade
liberalization, occurring at the same time
as the downturn, there will be nothing to
halt a slide back toward more protection.

Another source of pessimism is that
the Seattle forces-that is, the anti-glo-
balization forces-have not been effec-
tively rebutted. The business commu-
nity has been less than effective, and the
wider public seems not to pay much
attention to academics. Without rebuttal,
anti-globalization can seed growing
doubts about America's economic inter-
action with the world that one day may
show up in surprising forms that I can't
now predict-forms that would be pro-
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tectionist in nature, independent of any
recession.

You mentioned the concerns of labor,
human rights and the environment, and
some cfthe implications qf these issues.First,
doyou think these issuesarejust forms cfFirs:
World protectionism, as the least-developed
countries (LDCs) might claim? Second,
doyou think these are legitimate topics to be
raised within the World Trade Organiza-
tion (WTO), or should they be outside of its
scope as a trade organization?

First, the good news on this conten-
tious set of topics is that at least there
appears to be a consensus on the desir-
ability of the objectives. Those of us who
are free traders are also very strong advo-
cates of improving labor conditions, im-
proving the environment and advancing
the causes of human rights. Where we
part company with some in the labor and
environmental communities is over the
best means for achieving these desirable
ends.

The school of thought that says you
need to link all these issues somehow to
trade, and particularly, that you should
put them in the WTO, I think runs up
against several fallacies. Number one,
the wro is not a human rights organi-
zation, a labor organiza tion or an environ-
mental organization. Asking it to take on
these tasks, putting all these other sub-
jects on the negotiating table when you
are talking about trade, is almost a recipe
for gridlock. There's onlyso much freight
that the existing organization and the
trade negotiation procedures can stand.

There is an international body for
labor standards, the International Labor
Organization (ILO), which a lot of the
labor advocates think is too weak. My
response is that the right thing to do is to
strengthen the organization-by having
the developed world increase contribu-
tions to the ILO, so that the ILO can better
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monitor countries and provide informa-
tion about the status of labor rights in
various parts of the world. This way,
consumer pressure can be brought to bear
against countries where consumers object
to certain labor conditions.

As to the environment, there are very
legitimate cross-border issues, which de-
serve international attention. That's why
most of the nations of the world partici-
pated in the Kyoto process to address
global warming. There have been previ-
ous attempts to address ozone depletion.
Certainly, any environmental issue that
has cross-border aspects isworthy of inter-
national cooperation-not within the
WTO, but in existing or new environ-
mental bodies with experts from that
arena who can develop solutions to deal
with environmental issues appropriately.

Human rights becomes literally a reli-
gious issue. There are those people who
believe the best way to deal with human
rights abuses is to totally shun counrries
that are engaging in them. There is some
evidence that that strategy can work, and
the best example, of course, is South
Africa. The Jackson-Yanik amendments
in the 1970s-which applied trade sanc-
tions against Russia - probably, although
not certainly, helped accelerate the exo-
dus of Russian Jews out of Russia.

But there is a school of thought that
the best way to promote human rights
in countries like China, and perhaps
others, is to engage with them eco-
nomically, to force them to open up,
thereby promoting the development
of domestic political constituencies
within these countries that will even-
tually lead to the elimination of the
human rights abuses. So, for this rea-
son, the Inrernct is one of the best
things I think that can happen to China.
And even though the Chinese govern-
ment may do its best to censor what's
on the Internet, a lot of Chinese will
find ways to gain access to information
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that eludes the ability of the govern-
ment to stop.

In short, by engaging these countries,
trading with them, showing them the
benefits of capitalism, this may well be the
best way to promote human rights in the
long run. Some of the best support for this
school of thought comes from looking at
countries like North Korea and Cuba.
These are countries that are probably
among the most closed in the world, and
look at what being closed has done for
them. They're backward. They're repres-
sive. Maybe in the case of Korea, which
has brandished threats with respect to its
neighbors, there's a case for quarantining
it. You could make the same case for Iraq.
But it's hard to make that case for Cuba.
Cuba's not threatening anybody. The
best way to change Cuba is to have it over-
run by capitalists.

I would say that, in the long-run, one
common theme that links all these issues
together-human rights, labor and the
environment-is that the best way to
improve conditions for people living in
these countries, if that's what you really
care about, is to encourage their economic
growth. Economic history demonstrates
that richer countries can afford to pay
their workers more, treat them better and
treat the environment better. Richer coun-
tries tend to be democratic, and demo-
cratic countries tend not to abuse their
populations. There's not much we in the
United States can do to really help these
countries grow, other than to trade with
them and to invest in them. People who
would slow that process down I think are,
in the long-run, working against the best
interests of the United States, which is to
promote improvement in labor and hu-
man rights and the environment in these
countries.

President Clinton is thefirst president in
25 years not to have fast track trade negoti-
ating authority. In your article, "Moving
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Toward an Open World Economy: The
Next Phase," you talk about issues that
President Clinton should addressbeforegain-
ing back fast track negotiating authority.
What is the likelihood that some ofthese issues
will be addressed?

I think there are several things that
need to be done before any major push for
fast track or trade negotiations in general
shouid be made. First, the one thing the
Seattle crowd gOt righ twas in pressing the
WTO's dispute resolution to be far more
open. There's no reason why the WTO
dispute resolution panels couldn't accept
brief.s from any interested parry. We have
amicus briefs now before the Supreme
Court, and the same should be true with
the WTO.

Openness should not extend to the
negotiating process, however. N egotia-
tions, of any rype that I know of, don't
take place in rooms where everyone can
see what's going on. Think for a moment
of any legal dispute and imagine if the
parties had to let just anybody and their
uncle inro the settlement negotiations.
Nothing would ever get settled. The same
thing is true with countries.

Second, more attenrion needs to be
given by developed countries-the
United States in particular-to assisting
workers who get displaced for any reason,
regardless of trade. I used to think that the
right solution here was to have special
targeted programs just for trade-displaced
workers, but over time, I've come to the
conclusion that morally, economically and
practically, it's not appropriate to single
Outworkers who arc displaced by trade for
special treatment. For one thing, these
workers are no differenr than workers
who are displaced by technology, or shifts
in demand, or any other factor. further-
more, it's hard to identify trade-displaced
workers; there will always be some arbi-
trariness to the process. The only rationale
for targeting any supplemental assis-
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tance-which I favor to be in the form of
"earnings insurance"-is budgetary; ex-
tending such assistance to all workers can
be expensive.

I would like to be clear about the
nature of the supplemental assistance I
have in mind: earnings insurance, some-
thing I've been writing about and advo-
cating for about 15 years (initially with
Robert Lawrence, who is now a member
of the President's Council of Economic
Advisers (CEA); and later with Gary
Burrless, a current colleague at Brookings;
and Marrin Baily, who is now the Chair-
man of the CEA). Earnings insurance
would compensate displaced workers for
some portion of wages when they find
new jobs, but only when they find those
jobs. This system would provide strong
incentives for displaced workers to go
back to work, even if it entailed moving,
because they wouldn't collect the insur-
ance until they found new employment.
Such a program would also help address
current worker anxiety-which still per-
sists despite a national unemployment
rate of only four percent-especially
among olderworkers, who tend to lose the
most when they lose their jobs.

In fact, before he finished campaign-
ing for the presidency, Senator Bradley
offered a program of workers' insurance
for trade-displaced workers. It was a starr,
and I am hopeful that eventually a new
administration and Congress will take up
the idea.

Equally important, it is also essential
for this nation to do a berrer job assisting
displaced workers to purchase health in-
surance. Current law requires former
employers to continue offering the insur-
ance for up to 18 months after a worker
is displaced, but this guarantee may not
be that helpful to a worker trying to make
ends meet when no income (other than
unemployment insurance) is coming in.
In the absence of universal health care
insurance-which I don't sec happening
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any time soon-a means-tested subsidy
for health insurance for displaced workers
would address this problem.

In short, with a better safety net for
displaced workers, some of the anxiety
that is aimed at trade-however mis-
placed-might be reduced. In the pro-
cess, it should be easier to pursue trade
liberalization, which benefits consumers
generally.

What is the likelihood that foture presi-
dents will have fost track trade negotiating
authority?

fast track authority, or more accu-
rately, simply Presidential negotiating au-
thority, will be necessary to complete any
future major deal, but not necessarily to
initiate trade negotiations.

One of the reasons fast track failed last
time-perhaps the most important rea-
son it failed, in retrospect-is that Con-
gress felt it was being asked to buy a pig
in a poke. It did not know what agreement
it was eventually going to give fast track
for.

The next time Congress votes on presi-
dential negotiating authority it will have
to have some kind of inchoate agreement
before it-that is, at least the broad out-
lines of an agreement-so that Congress
will know what it's voting on. This means
that negotiators can go ahead and proceed
with the negotiations and then go to

Congress and say, "I t's time to give us fast
track."

Past WTO decisions in fovor of the US,
on bananas and beef hormones, upset the
European Union (EU) and appeared to
threaten the survival of the WTo. On
february 24, 2000, the WTO upheld a
previous decision infovor of the EU, arguing
that US foreign sales corporations act as
illegal export subsidies for US firms. This
appeared topose an equally serious threat to
the WTO, as it was one of the first major
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rulings against the US, with serious impli-
cations for some of the largest US firms.

Is there any way to have a dispute settle-
ment ~ystem that is effictive, but will not
fracture the wro?

That's a very difficult question to

answer, and I certainly agree with you that
the disputes with the Europeans have
weakened the WTO dispute resolution
system. My first instinct is to say that the
new administration, assuming this cur-
rent administration is unable to resolve
these disputes, should reach out to the
EU to clean up all these issues with some
sort of compromise. For example, on beef
hormones, one potential and obvious
compromise is labeling. On the issue of
foreign corporations and their taxation,
my understanding of the tax law is that
there are many European companies op-
erating in the United States that are going
to be hun by the WTO's recent ruling on
the taxation of foreign sales corporations.
In addition, European countries have
similar systems. So there should be room
for a compromise, if only because the
Europeans brought the tax case in large
part because they were angry with the
United States over the other two disputes,
having to do with bananas and with beef.

The banana dispute I think has to be
looked at in the larger context. The fact is,
as you know, the United States doesn't
produce bananas. We pursued this case
on behalf of one company in the United
States that had banana growing in Cen-
tral America. It's true that the Europeans
discriminate in their banana imports, but
at the end of the day, not many Americans
care about bananas, and none of them are
employed in producing them. It is unfor-
tunate that this ever made the trade
agenda.

So, one possible solution in pursuing
a broader compromise is simply to throw
bananas overboard, so to speak, and seek
progress on the beef and tax issues, which
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are real live issues, and at least someAmeri-
cans are affected by the outcome.

It sounds as though the solution will
always be ad hoc, that there will never be
an institutional solution to the issue of
dispute settlement.

Correct. These disputes are typically
solved case-by-case. This is why the Se-
attle crowd has it all wrong about WTO
disputes. I mean, these examples disprove
all of the right-wing and the left-wing
claims that the WTO is some kind of
world government organization that is
somehow superceding our sovereignty!
Each of these examples show that sover-
eignty wins. When countries at the end of
the day don't want to listen to the WTO,
they don't. All the WTO can do is say to
Country A, "You're in violation. If you
don't want to change your law, other
countries can retaliate against you. " That' s
all it says.

Look at the tit-for-tat game of trade
retaliation in which the United States and
Europe are now engaged. There's no
international police force ordering both
of us to stop, or else. The current trade
disputes simply prove how weak the WTO
is, not how strong it is.

In fact, it could be that by opening up
the WTO's dispute resolution process to

fresh air and to more public participation
from all sides that maybe government's
will pay more attention to the verdicts.
That is, when the WTO comes out with
a verdict from a process in which there has
been wide participation, it's conceivable,
but not certain, that there will be more
public pressure to say "hey, everybody's
being treated fairly, let's live by the rules."

I also think, by the way, that allowing
some of the opponents into the process
and subjecting them to the harsh analysis
and scrutiny of experts in the field would
help to expose the weaknesses in a lot of
their objections. Just as it is a very hum-
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bling experience for an attorney to go
before the Supreme Court and get chewed
out, the same thing would probably hap-
pen when some of the anti-globalization
arguments now being aired are put before
expert dispute resolution panels.

Asfor thefuture of the WTO, whatdoyou
think are the biggest challenges it willfoce?
What is the future of the WiD in light of
these challenges?

The WTO is in some ways a lot like the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) these
days, in that it is an institution under
siege. It's fine to say you need strong
leadership, and strong leaders at the IMF
and the WTO are certainly needed. But
at the end of the day, these are interna-
tional organizations that can't move for-
ward without some consensus between
the nations behind them. The United
States, in particular, which was probably
the biggest supporter of the WTO at its
outset, is very important. If the next
administration makes a major push to say
that the wro's preservation and expan-
sion and continued livelihood are impor-
tant as a matter of national interest to the
United States, and here are the reasons
why, then the WTO stands a good chance
of weathering the storm.

I think it was unfortunate that Presi-
dent Clinton spoke of the WTO in the
third person and kept it at arms' length.
He discussed it as if it were "they," not
"us." Let's remember, it was the adminis-
tration-the Clinton administration and
the Bush administration before that-
that pushed for the creation of the WTO.
Notwithstanding the recent verdict
against us on the foreign sales corpora-
tions, the wro dispute resolution pro-
cess has been broadly favorable to the
United States. We have won or settled
most of the cases in which we have been
involved, in ways that have benefited us.
So on the whole, the creation of the WTO
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has helped the United State-and I think
the next president needs to make a vigor-
ous defense of the organization to the
American people to explain why this is
important and why chaos in the trade
arena is not a good outcome.

The collapse of the WTO would be a
tragedy. It would provide a license for

protectionist forces around the world to
gum up trade, to gum up capital flows
and potentially lead us down the path of
trade wars that we have seen before, and
1 do not think many Americans want to

see again. I( will be largely up to the
United States to ensure that this worst
case scenario does not become a reality.
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Environmental Policy in a
Transitional Economy:

Problems and Prospects in Russia

By R. DAVID SIMPSO:'\ AND MICHAEL A. TO\l1r\l\

Resources for the Future

The narions of the former Soviet Union inherited serious environmental
problems and limited means with which to deal with them. While part of the problem
is the limited capacity to enforce environmental policies, the larger underlying
obstacle is the lack of broad economic and social progress. In particular, economic
stagnation and lack of progress toward a more open market economy have limited
the economic restructuring that would bring economic and environmental benefits.
Substantial environmental improvement will not be achieved until berrer-function-
ing economic, social and political institutions are developed. While international
assistance in support of environmental policies can be of some help, greater
opportunities for environmental improvement may come through encouraging the
development of stable social, legal and economic institutions.

INIRODUCTION

Great environmental damage was done
under the former Communist govern-
ment of the Soviet Union (World Bank
1992; Kolstad and Golub 1993; Duke
1999). The Soviet era emphasis on self-
sufficiency made highly polluting heavy
industry a major sector of the economy.
Deforestation, soil erosion, agricultural
chemical contamination of waterways and
soil, and pollution from coal-fired power
plants all posed serious threats.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union,
the new governments I faced the twin
challenges of stemming cases of severe
environmental threats in some locations
while purring in place more effective

policies and institutions for broader envi-
ronmental improvement. While (he
challenges were great, there was also some
low fruit to be picked. Some steps were
obvious, such as a drastic pollution reduc-
tion in "hot spots" such as industrial parks
(Ambler and Marrow 1998). In addition,
many plants had production technolo-
gies so archaic that steps taken to improve
environmental performance could also
lower production costs, or vice versa.
Examples include retrofitting or replac-
ing industrial boilers for reduced air
pollution and lower energy costs.

Nevertheless, some Russian experts
expressed great concern about the contin-
ued or even accelerated rate of

AuTHORS' NOTE: Research assistance by Emily Aronow and Don Crocker is
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environmental deterioration after the
Soviet breakup (Kotov and Nikitina
1993). A recent environmental review of
the rransitional countries of Central and
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union (OECD 1999) paints a picture of
continued problems in the region. To
illustrate, air pollution levels are down
roughly 40 percent in Russia and other
countries identified by OECD (1999) as
"slower reform states" (relative to coun-
tries in Central Europe that have made
more substantial progress). However, this
is largely because of a severe economic
contraction; in particular, the Russian
Gross Domestic Product (GOP) also fell
by about 40 percent from 1989 to 1997.
The intensity of air pollution per unit of
economic activity has scarcely changed.
Anotherworrisome indicator is that leaded
fuel, while less used, still constitutes about
50 percent of total gasoline use in Russia.

Meanwhile, water pollution problems
continue to be a significant concern. Here
the empirical evidence presented by
OEeD (1999) is less complete. Never-
theless, it is fairly clear that improvements
in surface water quality have resulted
more from declining economic activity
than from substantive efforts to reduce
discharges per unit of activity. Strapped
industrial and government budgets have
led to declines in the performance of water
treatment infrastructure-to the point
that cases of waterborne diseases like dys-
entery have occurred even in urban
industrial centers.

Continued pollution problems have
led to continued demonstrable human
health problems, aswell as ecological dam-
age. For example, OECD (1999) cites
recent World Bank research that reveals
continued large-scale health impacts of air
pollution in Russia, Ukraine and other
countries in the area. The World Bank
research calculates some 25,000 "excess"
deaths attributable to air pollution levels
over that of international norms through-
out the Soviet Union in 1990, and some

35,000 deaths in the region in 1995. The
increase is due in part to continued high
levels of exposure to pollutants, notwith-
standing the drops in total emissions, as
well as by lower overall health status due
to the economic contraction.?

Almost a decade has passed since post-
Soviet efforts began to address
environmental problems. The purpose of
this paper is to provide an overview of
some of the lessons that can be learned
from this experience with respect to envi-
ronmental management, particularly in
Russia, and to draw from these lessons
some conclusions about future policies in
the region and internationally.'

We examine two broad sets of issues in
the paper. The first is the design of envi-
ronmental policies. Since the early 1990s,
great attention has been given to the
reform of environmental charge systems
in order to increase economic incentives
for pollution control. We argue that the
practical opportunities for such reforms
are limited. There is an inherent conflict
in relying too heavily on taxes both to
modify polluting behavior and to raise
revenues. This conflict is particularly prob-
lematic when, as has been the case in
Russia, pollution (axes are often the only
source offunds for the implementation of
environmental projects (Peterson 1995).
A tax that is very effective in modifying
behavior has the effect of reducing the
base on which it is collected. In and of
itself, this is desirable. However, if the
revenues from such taxes are required to
correct other problems-for example, to
restore damaged environments-
remediation cannot be financed if the tax
base vanishes. for these and other reasons,
little seems likely to be accomplished in
the area of pollution charges without
more drastic and fundamental reforms of
environmental policies.

Aside from conflicting goals, incen rive
problems in enterprise management may
make these or any other environmental
regulations ineffective as means of chang-
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ing polluting behavior. This concern is at
the heart of the second set of issues we
address: the larger forces affecting the
transitional economies. Our most basic
conclusion here is that the scope for sub-
stantial environmental progress in Russia
and other industrialized countries of the
former Soviet Union isvery limited at best
without far-ranging reforms in rhese coun-
tries' basic political, social and economic
institutions. Without basic reforms, the
capacity to continue good works put in
place by foreign assisrance or ro generate
environmental improvement indig-
enously is doubtful.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY IN RUSSIA

Environmental policy in Russia and
other nations of the former Soviet Union
continues to be in a state of disarray, with
inadequate instruments and resources
employed to achieve conflicting goals.
The current environmental regulatory
system in Russia is a hybrid of the Soviet
system dating from the 1960s and devel-
opments responding to the political and
economic changes since the late 1980s
(Peterson 1995). Under the Soviet
system," maximum permissible concen-
trations (MPCs), as measured at the edge
of a "sanitary zone" around an emissions
source, were set for hundreds of pollut-
ants. In theory these were intended to
ensure negligible risks to human health
and the environment, though actual in-
formation about risks was limited. MPCs
were in turn translated into maximum
permitted levels of emissions (MPLs) for
large sources. The MPCs and associated
MPLs were far stricter than those seen in
the US or other Western countries but
were not, in fact, enforced. Instead, less
stri ngent "tern porary" standards (of wh ich
there are now literally thousands) were
imposed with the stated goal of moving
toward MPLs and thus MPCs over time.
There was no regional differentiation of
emission limits to reflect differing envi-
ronmental absorptive capacities. In
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practice, according to Golub and Strukova
(1994), total air emissions did drop
through the late 1980s as a result of
centrally planned environmental invest-
ments by state enterprises.

Imposition of Environmental Fees
The institution of a new Russian en-

vironrnenral law in 1992 did not alter the
basic structure of standards." Among the
main changes was the reduction of the
state budget for environmental projects
and the institutionalization of an elabo-
rate emissions fee system, building on
previous experimental efforts, which
would be used to finance such projects. In
theory, the calculation of the fees is to be
based on estimates of total social damages
from pollution. Total damages in mon-
etary terms can be determined by first
calculating the toxicity-weighted level of
total emissions, then multiplying this to-
tal by a regionally differentiated factor
reflecting the damage cost per unit of
"standardized" pollution (Golub and
Strukova 1994; Kozeltsev and Markandya
1997). Individual emission tax rates can
then be set ro reflect relative toxicities,
with the base tax rate being a policy
variable; this rate can be set so that at the
enterprise's levels of allowed emissions,
total receipts equal total estimated dam-
ages. In addition, emissions in excess of
allowed rates but below temporary rates
are charged a higher penalty, with an even
larger penalty for emissions in excess of
temporary levels.

In practice, fees set according to this
approach were unaffordably high. Be-
cause polluters were simply not paying, a
simpler approach came into use in which
fees were set according to an enterprise's
share of total allowed emissions and the
desired level of total revenue for pollution
control expenditures (Golub and
Strukova 1994). These fees were many
times lower than the damage-based ap-
proach. As fee revenue is required for the
finance of environmental projects, this
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system has given rise to a "ratchcting'' of
standards. If emissions drop below al-
lowed levels, then the allowed levels can
be recalibrated downward to preserve the
revenue-raising power of the fees.

In theory, an effluent tax scheme could
induce the most cost-effective solution
for any desired reduction in environmen-
tal damage. Each enterprise would, at
each source of emissions, equate the mar-
ginal cost of effluent abatement to the
effluent tax. The existing system of efflu-
en t charges docs not come close to realizing
this ideal, however." A principal reason for
this failure is that tax rates now arc so low,
and enforcement so spotty, that stan-
dards arc not met, cost-effectively or
otherwise. Moreover, given high rates of
inflation, environmental charges are at-
tenuated shortly after they arc set. While
efforts have been made periodically to
adjust fees to reflect Russia's high rate of
inflation, maintaining their reallevcls has
been problematic (OEeD 1999). The
abatement that does occur is often ineffi-
cient. In practice, emission standards arc
often set to maintain tax revenues. Under
these circumstances, firms' incentives to
cut emissions arc reduced inasmuch as
reductions will only decrease liability until
fees are readjusted.

Environmental Expenditures and Fee
Receipts

Total environmental expenditures
have dropped sharply since expenditures
from the state budget were supplanted by
earmarked environmental fees. Golub
and Srrukova (1994) estimate that avail-
able funds arc only about one-seventh of
the expenditure needed to attain envi-
ronmental goals.

The administration of the fee system
and the disposition of fee income arc
complex processes. Emissions taxes arc
both collected and spent at the local and
regional levels of government. This re-
flects the larger movement of
environmental management activity in

Russia away from the central government
(OEeD 1999). Only a small fraction (less
than five percent) of gross receipts are
allocated to the Federal Environmental
Fund and, in practice, the amount has
been much less because of arrears on the
part of regions and localities." For the
national government, this aggravates the
problems faced by all levels of govern-
ment in the nonpayment of fees by
emitters. This paucity of income reflects
both arrearages and the power of local
regulators to waive fees in largely unspeci-
fied and arbitrary circumstances when an
enterprise can show it has engaged in its
own pollution control or remediation
expendi tures.

Those revenues that are collected can
be allocated to a variety of abatement or
environmental improvement activities.
Local administrators within city districts
and enterprise managers can propose vari-
ous projects. While the proposed uses of
the fee receipts are to be broadly related to
environmental improvement, they need
not be connected with the damages of the
pollution being charged. Proposed ex-
penditures are supposed to be for "extra"
projects-activities beyond those that
the enterprises and other actors would
undertake to meet the environmental
standards of existing regulations. It ap-
pears, however, that under difficult
circumstances a petition can be made for
fee receipts to help meet basic environ-
mental targets. Examples of other potential
spending programs include extension of
municipal sewage treatment or cleanups
of hazardous or unsightly locations. To
illustrate, in 1993 roughly a third of total
expenditures were for activiries labeled as
construction and operation of environ-
mental protection capacity, while another
quarter were devoted to scientific infra-
structure for environmental regulators;
the balance was spread across a variety of
activities (lEA 1995).8

Once "bids" for the usc of funds have
been received and their need and feasibil-
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ity have been verified, a committee of
municipal administrators sifts through
the applications to determine how the fee
proceeds will be spent. The process of
setting priorities among different activi-
ties involves a number of possibly
changeable criteria. Interviews with offi-
cials in Russia and Ukraine underscore
that a main criterion in a number of cases
is the financial need of the body propos-
ing a project. This is problematic in that
it can elevate the narrower interests of
project proponents over broader social
interests in environmental protection or
remediation. I t also can weaken the effects
of the environmental fees in inducing
greater environmental care, if economic
distress brought on by the fees ends up
inducing a greater revenue allocation to

the distressed entities.
This discussion highlights a deeper

problem, in that environmental regula-
tors are faced with a fundamental
contradiction in their work under the
current system. On the one hand, as
revenue-raisers, they have an incentive to

tax most heavily those activities over which
firms have least flexibility. On the other
hand, as regulators, they have an incen-
tive to increase taxes in such a way as to
make the firms they regulate change their
behavior by reducing emissions. Impos-
ing truly effective environmental taxation
would erode the tax base from which
environmental improvement projects arc
financed.'}

The use of the fee receipts leads to
other problems. If fees from a particular
source arc used more or less directly to

offset that source's environmental dam-
age, those who suffer environmental
damage will have less incentive to under-
take self-protective action (Baumel and
Oates 1988; Oates 1993). A more imme-
diate consideration, given the overall scale
of environmental issues to be addressed,
may be the fragmentation of government
responsibilities illustrated by environmen-
tal fee systems. The imposition of fees by
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one government authority can be ex-
pected to have little effect on the firms
producing emissions if their financial losses
arc subsidized by another government
authority.

Possibilities for Environmental Policy
Reform

It is certainly possible to identify op-
portunities for reform of the charge system
in Russia and other former Soviet states
(Vincent and farrow 1997; Bluffsrone
and Larson 1997). Other incentive-based
policies-in particular, simple systems of
"emissions trading" in local areas-will
allow a cost-efFective Focusing on the least
expensive sources to control (Toman,
CoFala and Bates 1994; Zylicz 1995).10

It is also possible, as the OEeD (1999)
review suggests, to make such eFforts part
of a larger reform of environmental policy
in Russia and other countries of the former
Soviet Union. Specific reforms that have
been touted for a number of years include
simplifying the scope of environmental
regulation by focusing on fewer pollut-
ants; making standards more comparable
to international norms (standards in the
region often are much tougher but rarely
enforced); increasing the effectiveness of
pollution and resource monitoring; bet-
ter targeting of expenditures from
environmental funds (Zylicz 1995;
Peszko and Zylicz 1998); making envi-
ronmental regulatory and judicial
processes more transparent; and increas-
ing public access to environmental
information (Bell 2000).

In principle we support everyone of
these reforms. However, we have
doubts about the practical capacity to
achieve them without more funda-
mental social, economic and political
change in Russia. This leads us to a
consideration of how the broader but
fitful process of general reform in Rus-
sia and similar economies in transition
alters the picture for environmentai
policy.
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ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING,

INVESTMENTS AND INSTITUTIONS

It has been suggested that environ-
mental degradation was an important
factor in the breakup of the Soviet Union
(Feschbach and Friendly 1992), and
environmental concerns remain much in
evidence. However, it is doubtful that
precarious economic conditions in many
nations of the former Soviet Union will
allow politicians to impose environmen-
tal policies so stringent as to reduce
employment and output further, except
in the most egregious cases (Kotov 1997).
Environmental policy, ifit is to be politi-
cally viable at present, must impose
relatively low costs or yield very high
benefits, or both. Substantial long-term
environmental improvements can only
be accomplished if enterprises, munici-
palities and other emissions sources make
significant investments in improved pro-
duction processes.

The Win- Win Potential
There are a number of measures that

seemingly could be undertaken at very
low cost while producing substantial
environmental benefits. It is, in fact,
likely that some of these options might
yield net economic benefits as well as
environmental benefits. Industries in the
Soviet economy, with very few excep-
tions, lagged far behind their Western
counterparts with respect to their pro-
duction technologies. The slow
development of environmental regula-
tion, easy access to underpriced energy
and materials, and insulation from for-
eign competition spared many industries
in the former Soviet Union from the need
to develop the leaner production tech-
nologies that firms in the West were
forced to adopt if they were to survive.

To illustrate, the former Soviet
Union's energy-co-GDP ratio was eight
times that of the US (Lipton and Sachs
1992). This is due partly to the substan-
tially lower energy efficiency of specific

production processes in the former Soviet
Union, compared toWestern technologi-
cal norms. And a major reason for this was
that energy prices in the former Soviet
Union generally were heavily subsidized
(Lipton and Sachs 1992; Fan and Schaffcr
1994; Braber and van Tongeren 1996).
Encrgy prices in Russia remained below
world market levels (for oil and coal) or
below the costs of domestic supply (for
gas and electricity) for some time after the
breakup (lEA 1995), though prices have
been adjusted upward over time. Com-
parisons of end-use prices also are
complicated by the tax system and by the
common practice of tax evasion that riddles
the enerb'Y sector in Russia and other
former Soviet states (OEeD 1999).

As energy prices rise to world levels,
firms have to adopt more energy-efficient
technologies to survive. This also reduces
pollution loadings. Similar effects work
with respect to the use of other inputs;
better materials handling and recovery
capabilities lead to cheaper and cleaner
production. But a necessary condition for
these changes to take place is the evol urion
of market pricing and "hard" budget
constraints-paying market prices for
inputs cannot be expected to reduce their
profligate use unless firms face a financial
penalty. Without these driving forces, no
amount of international technical assis-
tance will overcome the basic lack of
incentive for energy and resource conser-
vation.

The skewed composition of industry
toward metals, heavy manufacturing, and
military production is also partly to blame
for its poor industrial performance. This
too is a well-known legacy of a centrally
planned system that put its primary em-
phasis on self-sufficiency, production of
basic industrial goods, and quantitative
production targets. Projections of the ef-
fects of structuring industry along the
lines of Western nations, even absent
major retooling, suggest that significant
improvements in environmental pcrfor-
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mancewill resulr(Hughes 1991, 1993).11
But economic policies are needed to in-
duce effective restructuring and retooling,
as discussed below.

Over and above these considerations,
industries in Russia and other former
Soviet states cannot modernize without
cleaning up. The fastest path to industrial
competitiveness lies in the acquisition of
state-of-the-art technologies from the
West. These technologies have been de-
veloped to meet the higher environmental
and energy efficiency needs of their larg-
est purchasers: Western firms. Thus, it
would be difficult to purchase state-of-
the-art capital equipment that isnot cleaner
than the status quo.

All this suggests that there is indeed a
substantial scope for win-win investments:
for example, equipment purchases that
not only will result in a substantial
improvement in environmental perfor-
mance, but also in improvements in their
purchaser's bottom line. The existence of
win-win investments begs an important
question, however: If such options are
available, why have they not been pur-
sued? If decisionmakers are aware of such
possibilities, and those with the responsi-
bility for making the decision stand to
profit from the benefits, we would expect
that the opportunities would be snapped
up.

It is easy to see why low-cost fixes to
environmental problems and win-win
investments were not made under the
Soviet regime: There was little incentive
to do so. Some of the reasons may be traced
to the Soviet legacy, others to the difficul-
ties of the transitional period, and still
others to problems of information and
oversight common to greater or lesser
degrees in all economies (Bates, Gupta
and Fiedor 1993).

Soft Budgets
One of the most debili tating carryovers

from the Soviet regime is continuation of
the "soft budget constraint" (Kornai
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1980,1985). Ifenterprise managers know
that they will be bailed out with public
funds regardless of the performance of
their firms, they have little incentive to
seek cost-saving innovations. Moreover,
they may have little incentive to engage in
even low-cost solutions to their environ-
mental problems if they believe that these
solutions will sooner or later be financed
our of public funds. The soft budget
constraint is still a factor for enterprises
held by the state and those that can play
on their past connections or claims of
special importance, as well as for munici-
palities that continue to provide energy
and other services directly. The demand
for public support is especially strong
with large enterprises, those that employ
large numbers of workers and whose out-
puts may be argued to be essential inputs
to other sectors of the economy.

One seemingly obvious solution-to
allow firms to sink or swim on their own
merits-may not be sufficiently discrimi-
nating. As described below, other
circumstances of the transitional economy
may combine to limit even relatively de-
serving enterprises in obtaining the
financing they need to survive. Regula-
tors must distinguish among the indolent,
the hopeless, and those firms that genu-
inely merit assistance. Moreover, other
social factors can and do dominate consid-
erations of narrowly defined economic
efficiency in motivating financial aid and
regulatory leniency for otherwise failing
enterprises. For example, due to restric-
tions on internal migration and the
continued dependence of workers on
their employers for a variety of services,
such as housing and child care, the con-
sequences of enterprise collapse may be
greater than they might be for a typical
Western firm's demise.

Financial Market Problems
Many commentators on the former

Soviet economies ascribe the dearth of
investment to supply-side financial mar-
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ket imperfections. While investments
might be profitable, investors are, in this
view, unwilling to commit their funds
absent greater assurance that they will
receive the returns to which they are
entitled. Summers (1992) claims instead
that the problem is with the demand,
rather than the supply, of investment
funds. In his view, the current economic
climate simply docs not afford sufficient
profitable investment opportunities. In
either case, it is clear that increased invest-
ment spending is a necessary though not
sufficient condition for the industrial re-
structuring and economic growth
necessary for effective environmental
policy. However, the access to debt and
equity financing enjoyed by Western
enterprises is not often as available for
enterprises in the former Soviet Union
(Mullins 1996).

The process of privatization has ad-
vanced somewhat in Russia, but progress
is uneven and its long-term fate is unclear.
The process is less advanced elsewhere in
the former Soviet Union. The institu-
tions that characterize capital markets in
Western economies are just emerging.
Corporate law is velY incomplete. Ac-
counting procedures that would enable
outside investors ro determine the value
of potential investments have not yet
been adopted. Secondary markets for trad-
ing in stocks are just begin ning ro function,
if at all. Even institutions for the registra-
tion of srock ownership are lacking in
many cases. These domestic and interna-
tional capital market constraints limit
progress by making enterprises depen-
denr on the very limited funds generated
within the enterprises themselves for fi-
nancing improved process equiprnent.!:'
1ntercst rates run high, in order both to
keep pace with inflation and hedge against
the possibility of economic instability.

One other investment constraint is
tied to underdeveloped labor markets
and other social institutions in the former
Soviet Union. Among enterprises that
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have been privatized, share ownership is
often largely concentrated in the hands of
an elite few nomenklatura and, to some
extent, among the firm's workers. Worker-
shareowners' fates are tied to that of their
firm both economically and because of
the historicai role of enterprises as suppli-
ers of social services (e.g., education,
medical care, child and cider care). Con-
sequently, the worker-shareowners may
be more reiuctant ro support potentially
profitable, but risky, investments than
would outside investors whose holdings
are more diversified (Fan and Schaffer
1994).

Fiscal and Other Regulatory Policies

The government's need for revenue
also affects industrial performance and
financing options. Profit taxes are often
substantial and limit the attractiveness of
investment (Newbcry 1993). On the
other hand, these high statutory tax rates
are often evaded, and the resultant pau-
city of tax revenues may force the
establishment of jury-rigged alternative
revenue-raising measures such as the ef-
fluent fee system. Finally, the legacy of
central planning is a morass of regulation
and licensing requirements that make it
extremely difficult to start a new business
or even institute substantial reforms in
existing enterprises, as well as restricting
access to foreign technologies and invest-
ment goods. Ir is therefore not surprising
that much economic activity is being
conducted at the gray edges of the official
economy, by small entrepreneurs with
modest capital requirements, or outside
the measured economy altogether.

The combined effects of all the various
factors we have cited make it extremely
difficult to determine the creditworthi-
ness of would-be borrowers or the quality
of assets offered by sellers of equity. Thus,
the assurances demanded by the capital
markets before funds are forthcoming are
lacking. These constraints on new invest-
ment, combined with the other legal and
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regulatory barriers we have mentioned,
greatly retard the transformation of the
economy toward greater economic effi-
ciency and less environmental impact.

TOWARD POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The solution to the economic perfor-
mance problems noted above ultimately
lies in the development and maturation of
the institutions of a market economy and
a well-functioning civil society. This pro-
cess may be facilitated by a variety of
factors: increased macroeconomic stabil-
ity, the establishment of legislation to
govern corporate conduct, the removal of
a host of obstacles to investment, more
efficient pricing systems, the dispersal of
oligarchic financial power, strengthened
anti-corruption laws and institutions,
strengthened legal and financial founda-
tions for privatization, clarification of
ownership of natural resources to limit
"open access," and simply the passage of
time. A" Joseph Stiglitz, then ChicfEcono-
mist of the World Bank, observed in a
widely reported set of remarks:

You were going to change all that
and it was supposed to release a
burst of energy of entrepreneur-
ship and output was supposed to
increase. Instead output has fallen
markedly and poverty has in-
creased markedly and I think the
lesson we've learned is that mar-
ket economies are far more
complicated than text book mod-
cis often describe them-and
that issues of governance, issues
of legal infrastructures, issues of
institutions are absolutely cen-
tral (Lyle 1999).
One should have no illusions about

the difficulty of addressing these issues.
Under these unsettled and constrained

circumstances, what is the role for various
environmental policies? Attempts to
implement effective environmental poli-
cies are likely to be largely impotent until
the institutional system requires account-
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ability by political and financial
decisionrnakcrs. It may overstate the point
to say that environmental policy is largely
irrelevant in this period of uncertain tran-
sition. However, the opportunities for
effective environmental policy are limited
and need to be chosen carefully.

Incentivc-based regulation will not be
very effective until such time as economic
incentives begin to matter to most enter-
prises. So long as en terprises operate under
soft budget constraints, the current envi-
ronmental fee system constitutes an
indirect means of appropriating general
tax revenues for environmental purposes
by having the government pay firms who
can then pay the environmental authori-
ties. Only limited changes in industrial
environmental performance can be ex-
pected as a resul t of any fee system under
current circumstances. The same applies
to any other incentive-based system.

Given the economic malaise, the will
to subject enterprises to strict pollution
controls will be limited. To the extent that
strict regulations are required to control
the worst environmental threats, better
compliance would likely be achieved by
a system of targeted standards. While
standards might start out relatively weak,
enforcement to ensure compliance ought
to be strict. Enforcement could be made
considerably easier by restricting atten-
tion to a handful of major pollutants,
rather than the hundreds or even thou-
sands now addressed in many
jurisdictions. As noted previously, an
appreciable improvement in the cost-
effectiveness of compliance could be
achieved by allowing limited and simple
forms of pollution trading, once the basic
elements for enterprises to have a profit
motive are strengthened.

The current defacto policy of negoti-
ating environmental compliance with large
enterprises on a case-by-case basis prob-
ably is a necessary though somewhat
dangerous concession to difficult circum-
stances. This approach raises several serious
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concerns, however. First, as already noted,
it can undermine the long-term cost-
effectiveness of environmental policy.
Second, it runs the risk that the process
might be co-opted by special interests.
Third, in an economy that is also strug-
gling (0 introduce greater competition
between enterprises, it is important that
negotiated solutions to environmental
problems not place one industrial enter-
prise at an unreasonable advantage vis-a-vis
its present or potential competitors. To do
so risks the adoption of an unproductive
species of industrial policy. A number of
economists of differing ideological per-
suasions seem to agree that some form of
industrial policy will be a parr of the
economic transition (Fischer 1992; Kotz
1994; Amsden, Kochanowicz and Tay-
lor 1994). The experience of most
industrial countries is that markets are
better at picking "winners" than are gov-
ernments, however. Public funding
would be better placed in the medium to
long run in the development of general
institutions (0 improve marker perfor-
mance than in attempting to promote
particular enterprises.

Steps taken to hasten the restructur-
ing and transformation of the
economies of Russia and other coun-
tries of the former Soviet Union will
also generally aid in the long-run im-
provement of environmental quality.
Given the great uncertainty surround-
ing the appropriate level and focus of
environmental policy, a reasonable cri-
terion in judging environmental
policies would be that they do not
unduly retard the progress of restruc-
turing. This applies, for example, to
the management of environmental li-
ability in enterprise privatization (Bell
1996; Boyd 1996). While some flex-
ibility in enforcement approaches is
called for, predictability is also impor-
tant; actions that would further increase
the uncertainty faced by potential in-
vestors would be counterproductive,
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even if they achieved some short-term
environmental improvement (Kolstad
and Golub 1993).

It is also important that the institu-
tions of environmental policy evolve in
tandem with those of capitalism in gen-
eral. Environmental policy should change
to reflect enhanced technical capabilities
of regulators and the increased stability
and transparency of firms. Case-by-case
reviews of compliance strategies should
eventually be replaced by the establish-
ment of regulations that incorporate
general flexibility rather than making
specific exceptions. The best method for
doing this is likely (0 be the broadening of
incentive-based regulation, once the larger
economic system is ready for such policies.
In particular, the current tiered system of
emissions standards and tax rates should
be replaced by one with incentives to
reduce emissions efficiently from all
sources.

Neither the introduction of particular
economic incentives for pollution control
nor recourse (0 legal standards will make
any real difference for the environment in
Russia and other former Soviet states if
laws and regulations are not enforceable.
Countries in the region seem at present to
very much lack what Bell (2000) calls a
"culture of compliance." That is, laws and
edicts are passed, but they are at best
aspirational, rarely if ever enforced, and in
many cases probably unenforceable. The
same weaknesses bedevil progress toward
effective economic reform, aswell-weak
or nonexistent sanctions cannot effec-
tively deter antisocial behavior. This
requires a more functional and transpar-
ent legal system and the provision of more
information to citizens so as to enhance
their opportunities for informed and ef-
fective participation in civic life.

Individuals and enterprises in Russia
and other former Soviet states have ex-
erted de facto control over many natural
and other economic resources and use this
control in more or less clandestine ways to
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reap economic benefits. However, the
result often is economic waste and envi-
ronmental harm for society at large, as
with the clandestine overexploitation of
natural resources. Reducing this waste in
practice may require some legal
acknowledgement of this defilcto control,
in a context of a more hospitable eco-
nomic milieu for legitimate
growth-enhancing investment, in ex-
change for greater assumption of socially
responsible behavior such as adherence to
environmental regulations. Whether such
agreements are possible or socially accept-
able is difficult co say, and any success
certainly would depend on more effective
legal institutions and a citizenry better
able to advocate for their own interests.
However, the possibility of success is pref-
erable to the status quo of little progress
and significant damaging and illegal be-
havior.

finally, the well-intended efforts of
international development funders and
non-governmental organizations to assist
with short-term improvemenrs in envi-
ronmental law, monitoring, and
enforcement capacity may be misplaced.
The provision of better monitoring equip-
ment isone example. This can be defended
on a number of grounds: It permits better
enforcement of existing regulations; it is
useful in the construction of a dataset
detailing current pollution levels; and it
helps in the establishment of a precedent
for meaningful environmental regulation.
But international environmental aid
might have a greater long-term impact on
environmental improvement if it were
not focused entirely on environmental
matters. Again, the transformation of in-
dustry isa key part of the ul timatc solution
to the former Soviet Union's problems of
both environmental quality and economic
development.

CONCLUSION

Our review of issues involving envi-
ronmental policy reform in the former
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Soviet states leads co rwo broad conclu-
sions. First, existing policies are flawed,
limited and sometimes work at cross pur-
poses. This is troubling, but a cynic might
note that the same criticisms may be made
of environmental policy instruments
employed in virtually every country. Our
second conclusion is that the accomplish-
ments of environmental policy will be
modest until broader economic, legal and
social reforms are undertaken. Neither
incentive-based nor more traditional regu-
latory approaches are likely to be effective
so long as many enterprises are largely
assured of continued subsidized survival
and so long as the institutions for enforce-
ment of environmental norms are weak.

For this reason we advocate not an
abdication of concern for the environ-
ment, but a recognition that
environmental policy per se must be sub-
sidiary co efforts for social and economic
restructuring. Environmental concerns
can be builr into this process-for ex-
ample, through improved and better
communicated environmental assess-
ments when new investments are made or
state property is transferred, and through
the encouragement of conditions for en-
vironmentally friendly, as well as
economically beneficial investment. But
until economic and social systems of Rus-
sia and other former Soviet states develop
more fully, more stringent or sophisti-
cated environmental policies and
investments seem at best tangential.

While our focus in this paper has
been on environmental conditions and
policies within Russia and other states
of the former Soviet Union, this line of
argument also has implications for the
role of Russia within the international
response to curbing greenhouse gases
(GHGs). Under the 1997 Kyoto Pro-
tocol to the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change, Rus-
sia (and to a lesser extent Ukraine) has
been given future GHG national emis-
sion quotas well in excess of what they
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are likely to need for domestic use.
Under the protocol, these coun tries are
able to sell excess quotas to other indus-
trialized countries in lieu of those
countries making their own domestic
reductions. The resulting "hot air" is a
source of concern to environmentalists
who want faster and sharper cuts in
greenhouse gases. Other skeptics ques-
tion the political viability of a scheme
that would transfer significant finan-
cial resources to Russia from the West
(Victor, Nakicenovic and Victor 1998).

Our concern is different. In principle
it is a good thing for Russia, Ukraine and
other major sources of GHGs to be in-
volved in the international control effort
and to be included in emissions trading
systems that cost-effectively implement
whatever environmental goals are inter-
nationally negotiated. I n practice,
however, these countries may not have
the capacity to credibly participate. The
same obstacles we have identified for
domestic economic and environmental
progress will arise in this context. The fact
that people in the former Soviet Union
have more pressing economic concerns
will make legitimate GHG-reducing
projects much more difficult to imple-
ment. Moreover, doubts about the
environmental management capacity of
Russia and Ukraine will raise questions
about whether they are really in compli-
ance or are selling more GHG emission
quotas than they are entitled to, given
their own emissions. Failure to make
progress on the issues of domestic eco-
nomic lethargy and management
incapacity could be a considerable ob-
stacle to the achievement oflow-cost GHG
control in the US and other countries.

Notes
I There are, of course, substantial

differences among the nations that com-
prised the Soviet Union, both in terms of
their environmental problems and the
institutional and other resources they have

to address them (Lotspeich 1995). This
paper is based in large part on findings
derived from the authors' work on and in
Russia. However, the problems there are,
in our estimation, comparable to those
encountered in other industrialized coun-
tries of the former Soviet Union.

2 High exposure can in turn be
explained at least partly by the fact that
in most locations polluting heat and
power plants have continued to oper-
ate, even where industrial sources have
shrunk.

3 While we agree with many of the
conclusions reached by OECD (1999),
our own experiences in Russia and
other nations of the former Soviet
Union leave us somewhat less sanguine
regarding the prospects for substantial
improvement through environmental
policy.

4 This description of Soviet-era pol-
lution control regulation is based in
part on the authors' interviews with
Russian officials in Moscow and
Volgograd and other personal contacts
with Russian experts in environmental
policy.

5 Indeed, the Russian Energy Strat-
egy promulgated by the Ministry of
Fuel and Energy calls for pollution
levels falling to levels having no nega-
tive impacts on human health or the
environment, though the internaliza-
tion of environmental considerations
in actual energy policy planning is a
matter of dispute (lEA 1995).

(,For a discussion of pollution charge
effectiveness in Russia from 1990-95
see Kozeltscv and Markandya (1997).
Lotspeich's (1995) analysis comple-
ments ours by highlighting the political
difficul ties of charges sufficient to cause
considerable pollution abatement, as
well as the appeal of a command-based
approach in a system that retains many
features of a command economy.

7 OECD (1999) estimates that in
1997 the Russian Federal Environ-
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mental Fund had an income of only
$18.5 million.

~ Kozeltsev and Markandya (1997)
report that Federal Fund expenditures
for pollution control (including monitor-
ing) grew from 54 percent of total Fund
expenditures in 1992 to 78 percent in
1994.

~One might argue that environmental
authorities should adopt a "self-liquidat-
ing" strategy: imposing taxes that would
generate high revenues to support short-
term needs, whileover rime asfirms become
cleaner, revenues would decline as the
environmental situation improves. That
revenue needs would be met so easily
seems unlikely, however. A better long-
term solution may involve financing
general environmental improvement
projects from general revenues.

10 Emissions trading is often criticized
as requiring too elaborate an institutional
backdrop for monitoring actual emissions
and trades. But this criticism arises from a
view of elaborate programs like the US
program for sulfur dioxide co ntro I. Small-
scale cooperative efforts involving a few
enterprises should be no more demand-
ing than the challenge of monitoring
emissions for collecting poll ution charges
(a challenge proponents of charge systems
admit is often not met).

11 This work is on nations in Central
Europe, but the situation in Russia and
much of the former Soviet Union is com-
parable.

12 See Holmstrom (1993) for a more
detailed explanation of why this occurs.
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History, Change and Policy:
Factors Leading to Current Opposition

to Food Biotechnology

By KIM BROOKS

Georgetown Public Policy Institute

Throughout the 1990s, the public and private sectors explored how food
biotechnology might solve environmental and nutritional problems expected to

escalate in the twenty-first century. Although the US originally embraced these
efforts, opposition abroad has forced US policymakers to reconsider their support.
This paper considers two possible explanations for the most vehement rejection in
the United Kingdom. First, that rhe private sector underestimated the importance
of addressing the recent history offood scareswhen planning the introduction offood
biotechnology. Second, that opposition is largely a reaction to a multiplicity of
corporate and social changes that simultaneously occurred at the time the technology
was introduced. Both explanations demonstrate how the poor introduction offood
biotechnology has led to the current uncertainty about its future, and ultimately,
could prevent proliferation of a much needed technology.

INTRODUCTION

During November and December
1999, the United Stares Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) hosted public
hearings on food biotechnology in Chi-
cago, Washington and Oakland. These
meetings were not intended to vet public
opinion on a subject for which the FDA
was developing policy; the meetings were
intended to defuse mounring debate on
a topic for which the FDA had already
evaluated and set policy.

In 1992, the FDA determined that
crops produced through biotechnology
(also known as genetically modified or-
ganisms or GMOs) did not need to be
differentiated from traditional crops. The
only exception were end-products that
included allergens. For instance, food
products made with corn grown from
seeds to which nut genes were added

would have to be separately labelled to
prevent a person with a nut allergy from
exposure. Bur soybeans and corn, geneti-
cally engineered to better tolerate
herbicides or pesticides, were considered
the equivalent of organic or hybrid soy
and corn grown from seeds which had not
been genetically engineered.

At the time of this ruling very few
people objected. In fact, the United States
agricultural industry embraced this deci-
sion because it encouraged innovation
that could dramatically change farming
and food production. Genetic engineer-
ing gives farmers the ability to control
plants from the inside. If a plant's ability
to tolerate a herbicide is increased, a farmer
can decrease the percentage of the crop
that dies each time the herbicide isadmin-
istered. This allows more food to be
produced from less land. Genetic engi-
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neering also provides the ability to en-
hance the nutritional content of food.
Increasing the amount of vitamin A in
rice, for instance, would be a tremendous
benefit to developing countries where
vitamin A deficiency leads to a multiplic-
ity of public health problems. US-based
companies suggested that food biotech-
nology offered solutions to many
problems, including feeding a booming
world population, decreasing the amount
of chemicals used by farmers and using
food to aggressively solve human healrh
dilemmas.

foreign consumers did not share the
FDA's comfort with food biotechnology,
Consumers in Europe, Germany and the
United Kingdom (UK), in particular,
objected to genetic engineering. They
questioned the safety of the products,
wondered about the environmental im-
pact of genetically modified pollen and
expressed outrage that corporations would
dare to "play god" by altering the genetic
make-up of plants. Between 1992 and
1999, these consumers formed very ef-
fective activist groups. They targeted
specific companies and staged dramatic
protests.

By the fall of 1999, these groups had
successfully pressured the European
Union and UK regulatory agencies to
place moratoriums on the growth of ge-
netically engineered crops. Import of
corn and soybean from the US was also
hampered because the US could not dis-
tinguish shipments containing genetically
modified crops. Activist groups in the EU
and UK managed to export their con-
cerns and by late 1999, Australia, Japan
and Brazil had developed anti-GMO
policies. US-based consumers had also
become aware of the opposition and had
begun to question the fDA's position.

Ifit proliferates, this opposition could
have profound implications for US farm-
ers, corporations and consumers. Without
support for genetically modified crops,
farmers will not be able to sell crops grown

The Georgetown Public Policy Review, 5:2 (Spring 2000)

from genetically modified seeds. The
inability to distinguish crops that have
been genetically modified from those that
have not could lead whole countries to

stop buying agricultural crops from the
US. Companies which have invested
millions of dollars in developing the tech-
nology needed to execute genetic
engineering and produce seed products,
could see markets shrink or even evapo-
rate.In addition to dealing with the effects
these changes would have on the US
economy, US consumers would certainly
worry about the potential risks associated
with their prior consumption of geneti-
cally modified crops.

Given the potential economic harm
unfounded anxiety could cause, it is es-
sential to understand the origins of the
foreign communities' opposition to food
biotech nology.

This paper considers two possible ex-
planations for consumer rejection in the
UK, where opposition is most prevalent.
first, that the private sector underesti-
mated the importance of addressing recen t
history-specifically the food scares that
have riddled the UK since the late
1980s-when planning the introduc-
tion ofGM foods. Second, that GM food
opposition is largely a reaction to a multi-
plicity of corporate and social changes
that simultaneously occurred at the time
the technology was introduced. Both
explanations demonstrate how the intro-
duction of GM foods-led primarily by
the private sector-aggravated UK con-
sumers and led to the current policy
dilemmas.

Fooo SCARES: LEGACI' Of DISTRUST,

BUILDING BLOCKS OF UNREST

Like all countries, the UKhas wrestled
with threats to its food supply. In the past
ten years, the UK consumer has witnessed
outbreaks of different strains of salmo-
nella, botulism, bovine spongiform
encephalopathy, paratuberculosis, aswell
as several incidents of production rnis-
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haps (e.g., metal shards in baby food and
dangerous levels of pesticide in fruit
juices). Although the threats are no dif-
ferent than those experienced in other
developed countries, the way each threat
has been handled by the UK regulatory
officials is unique.

The regulatory response was notably
scrutinized as early as late 1988 when
junior Health Minister Edwina Currie
was asked why eggs had been removed
from the menus of several local hospitals.
Her explanation, "Most of Britain's egg
production is infected with salmonella,"
caused great distress. Consumers and the
media could not understand why, if Sal-
monella enteritidis was such a concern, the
Department of Health (DOH) would
recommend eggs be removed from hospi-
tal menus bur refrain from warning the
general public. Responding to public
pressure, the DOH acknowledged 23
people had died of Salmonclia enteritidis
in the previous 10 months (Reuters 1988).
This acknowledgement of a crucial pub-
lic health issue, forcefully extracted from
health officials, caused the public to ques-
tion whom those officials intended to
protect: the farmers who would certainly
suffer from a market reduction of egg
consumption or the consumers who ate
eggs? Several scientists stepped forward to
provide a risk assessment of the 23 deaths,
but consumers perceived these scien-
tists as henchmen for the DOH. Not
knowing what information to trust,
consumers implemented their own
form of "safe shopping" and chose nor
to buy eggs. Scrambling to develop a
response that reflected concern for con-
sumers, the DOH recommended the
destruction of eggs and chickens sus-
pected of carrying the deadly bacteria.
The government prepared a rescue
package in excess of £50 million ($80
million) to pay for the egg destruction
and promised to underwrite an adver-
tising campaign to stimulate egg
purchases (Reuters 1996a).
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The decision to remain quiet about
Salmonella enteritidis and not actively
inform the public had tremendous hid-
den costs. In addition to the funds needed
to repair the situation, the government
lost consumers' trust.

The public's lack of faith was com-
pounded by the wave of food scares that
occurred throughout 1989, which the
press dubbed "A year of living danger-
ously" (Supermarketing 1989a). Industry
newsletters such as Supermarketing
(1989a) provide a chronology of these
events:

January 27: Ministers of Health call
for a ban on baby milk containing high
levels of aluminum. Soya milk wi th higher
contents of aluminum is particularly un-
der suspicion.

January 27: Thirty-four people suffer
nausea, fainting and sickness in nine sepa-
rate incidents after eating Stilton cheese
manufactured by Bassett and District
Dairy.

February 10: Ministry of Agricul ture,
Fisheries and Food (MAFF) plans to ban
the sale of unpasteuriced milk after con-
cern about salmonella.

February 17: The DOH warns preg-
nantwomcn not to eat brieand Camembert
because of the risk of listeriosis.

February 24: Eggs considered "con-
taminated" by theAnimal Liberation Front
are found in stores in East London, Cov-
entry, Bristol and Leicester.

April 14: The Public Health Labora-
tory Service reports that Salmonella
enteriditis has increased by 145 percent in
the first quarter of the year.

June 16: Seventeen people in north-
west England and Wales are rushed to
the hospital after eating contaminated
hazelnut yogurt in the UK's biggest
outbreak of botulism in 10 years.

November 24: A Sheffield woman
finds four screws in a jar of Heinz baby
food. Heinz does not withdraw the
product from the market and asks that
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the food be analyzed independently.
Local police opt to conduct their own
investigation.

By early fall 1989, the UK media was
saturated with discussions of how to re-
spond to these food safety threats. Retailers
and industry accused Environmentai
Health Officers of protecting their
positionis) by using scare tactics to force
withdrawals of whole batches and brands
of food, even though statistical evidence
did not supporr mass wi th dr awal
(Supermarketing 1989h). Minister of Ag-
riculture John Gummer blamed the media
for "scaremongering" and unnecessarily
provoking public anxiety over subtle
health issues (UK Press Gazette 1989).
The Labour Party actively campaigned
for the development of a national food
agency to operate separately from the
MAFF and the DOl-I. This idea targeted
consumers' belief that existing agencies
had an inherent obligation to protect
industry, farmers or retailers rather than
consumers. The political implications of
this idea also cannot be ignored. As the
reigning political party governing the
very agencies failing consumers, the Con-
servative Party was blamed for current
conditions. Offering a solution predi-
cated on the concept that existing
departments do not work, the Labour
Party used food scares to curry favor with
consumers. Despite these calls for sys-
temic improvements, very few substantive
changes occurred and food scares prolif-
erated in the next decade.

In 1993, MAFF was once again ac-
cused of a cover-up. In March 1992,
MAff tested 32 apple juices to deter-
mine if levels of patulin poison exceeded
World Health Organization (WHO) stan-
dards. The results, indicating that five
juices did exceed those standards, were
available in July 1992, but MAFF chose
not to notify the public until February
1993. In the interim, MAFF worked
behind the scenes with food producers,
helped them correct the problem and
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negotiated a timetable for the announce-
ment that behooved MAfF, retailers and
manufacturers (Supermarketing 1993).
Again, consumers responded with anger.
Consumer confidence hit an all-time low
as the public railed against government
and healrh officials for, once again, side-
stepping public health in favor of industry
interests.

In retrospect, these incidents seem like
warning signs, inviting the players (i.e.,
government, industry, consumer advo-
cates, scientists and health officials) to
resolve their differences before a calamity
occurred. That resolution, however, never
took place. Therefore, not surprisingly,
the UK's unstable food supply was thrust
onto the world stage when a link between
contaminated meat and human disease
was discovered in 1996.

The Crucible: BSE
Throughout the late 80s and early

90s, concern proliferated throughout the
UK and Europe that the British
government's response to bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), a
bacterial disease which caused the brain
tissue of cows to deteriorate, was too
moderate. The UK government insisted
that adequate measures were in place to
handle BSE, and British beef was, there-
fore, safe to consume. A mixed message,
however, was sent to foreign countries.
Although UK farmers assured regulators
that cattle were killed upon discovery of
the disease and the bovine offal ban in
effect since 1989 was followed, the DOH
removed beef from the menus of some
UK schools. Speculating the full effects of
BSE were unknown, France, Austria and
Germany considered limiting beef im-
ports from the UK (Guardian 1990).

On March 20, 1996 the UK govern-
ment reversed its position, acknowledging
that BSE did, in fact, pose an immediate
and dramatic healrh risk to humans. Ac-
cording to research presented by a
committee of British experts, some cases
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of variant Creuzfeldt Jacob disease (CJD),
a brain-wasting infection identified in
humans, were linked (0 BSE. It was
thought these victims of CJD had been
exposed to BSE when they ~onsumed
contaminated meat.

This revelation produced a vehement
anti-government response from the UK
public and foreign governments. A ban
was placed on all British beef exports and
the reigning political party-the Conser-
vatives-were widely blamed for
previously providing false assurances.
Once again consumers wondered exactly
what the UK government knew and how
long they waited before informing the
public

The government's response to the
crisis only made the situation worse. On
the day of the announcement, Health
Secretary Stephen Dorrell told Parliament
there was no scientific evidence of the link
between BSE and CJD. This seemed a
preposterous and irresponsible position
for a health official to support. Itwas,
however, reflective of the government's
primary concern: to minimize public per-
ceptions of the problem. Rather than
focusing on the cause of ESE and deter-
mining how to prevent contaminated
meat from reaching the market, the gov-
ernment fought against the beef ban and
repeatedly dismissed the scientific evi-
dence as inconclusive or isolated to a few
farms. A schism developed within the
Conservative Party. Those who fa-
vored a nationalist approach to the
crisis, placing trade priorities before
"mild" health concerns, sided with
Prime Minister John Major; those who
favored a pro-health perspective, such
as parry member George Walden, pub-
licly disagreed with their party. Airing
the schism in public, Walden declared,
"I cannot really, personally, be associ-
ated with a petty-minded nationalist
party if that is what the Conservative
Party is going to turn irsclf inro" (Reuters
1996).
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The government's failure to make
concern for public health a top priority,
further antagonized its relationship with
consumers and dramatically impacted the
political landscape of England. A poll
taken just alter John Major demanded
that Europe lift the ban on British beef
showed that more than half of all voters
blamed the govcrnmen t for the ESE crisis
chat led to the ban (Reuters 1996). Euro-
pean Commission President Jacques Santcr
accused Major of bungling the affair and
sparking a crisis of consumer confidence.
"Unfortunately, I must say, the British
government did not inform either the
commission nor the member states in this
case and therefore ... through this mis-
management there was ... the crisis," Santer
noted in a BBC interview (Mylrca 1996).
Amidst this chaos, Labour leader Tony
Blair (who was scheduled to challenge
John Major in the coming election) be-
littled existing government officials. 'The
way the government has handled the
mad cow problem can be summed up in
one way: BSE means Blame Someone
Else," he noted inNews of the Wor!d~a mass
distribution media source.

Acc u sat io n s of wrongdoing
mounted as the crisis continued. I n the
tater months of 1996, the UK govern-
ment was accused of stalling the release
of crucial reports, allowing lobbying
groups for veterinary drug manufac-
turers (() steer correspondence with the
public (Schoon 1996), and censoring
or silencing key government scientists
who disagreed with the Conservative
Party (Goodwin 1996). The gulf of
distrust between the general public
and the Conservative Party expanded.
By the end of 1996, 70 percent of the
people polled in a Consumers' Associa-
tion survey believed the UK
government withheld information on
risks associated with BSE. Two-thirds
of respondents believed the influence
of food producers led to government
policy that was not in the best interest
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of consumers (Arnold 1997). This sen-
timent culminated in the elections held
in May 1997 when Tony Blair and the
Labour Party-campaigning on a plat-
form that included the development of
a national food agency-managed to

oust the Conservative Party.

Beyond 1997: The New Consumer
The UK consumer emerged trans-

formed from the BSE crisis. A survey
conducted in November 1997 by
MINTEL, the UK's leading publisher of
consumer research showed that demand
for organic food had doubled since 1995,
reaching a market value of £260 million
($416 million) (Fresh Produce 1997).
Regulatory officials, once trusted as sole
sources of information about food, were
supplemented or replaced by other orga-
nizations including environmental and
activist groups. The proliferation of tech-
nology and Internet use enabled
consumers to reach beyond traditional
means to obtain information about food
and production methods. By the late
1990s, consumers were using their per-
sonal computers to make decisions from
their living rooms about what they would
buy and whom they would trust.

In retrospect, it seems logical that the
"transformed" UK consumer would be
hyper-sensitive to a new food technology.
It seems intuitive that corporate promises
defying the precautionary princi pie would
pique, not allay.fears. Unfortunately, the
life science companies that tried to stimu-
late UK consumer support for genetically
modified foods (GM foods) during the
mid-90s did not have this perspective.

Instead of beginning a dialogue with
the UK consumer about GM foods, life
science companies like Monsanto,
DuPont, AgrEvo and Novartis pursued
the support of parties several steps re-
moved from the consumer. They first
tried to obtain the government approvals
needed to sell genetically engineered seeds
in the UK. Then they focused on com-

municating the value of genetically engi-
neered seeds to farmers. The implicit
theory was if these parties approved and
used the technology, consumers would
accept it once end-products arrived on
grocery shelves. I

Although the UK government chose
to side with industry and endorse the
technology, this, in fact, harmed industry's
efforts. Tony Blair's insistence that GM
foods were safe to eat-in the wake of
independent scientists' warnings of un-
known consequences-reminded
consumers of the Conservative Party's
promises about BSE before the link to
CJO was discovered. Additional conflicts
of interest-such as the appointment of
Lord Sainsbury ofT urville, a known retail
supermarket magnate, to the position of
Science Minister-struck the public as
more of the same government disinterest
in consumer well-being.

What the private sector did not antici-
pate was the role the activist and green
parties would play in "outing" govern-
ment, providing consumers with a
watchdog. The unavailability of scien-
tific studies to bolster corporate claims
that genetic engineering was safe placed
government and industry in precarious
positions. Without data available to an-
swer questions about genetic engineering
and its impact on humans and the envi-
ronment, support of the technology
seemed careless. The environmental and
activist communities capitalized on these
precarious positions-staging press con-
ferences and late night raids of farms
growingGM crops-to control theGMO
debate.

Internal Schisms
In addition to consumer opposi-

tion, industry faced compelling foes
within its ranks. Rather than stand
together and develop complementary
responses to consumer resistance, the
UK food industry fragmented into
opposing factions. By early 1999, eight
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of the major UK food retailers had
agreed to be "CMO-free," promising
no CM commodities, or products made
of those commodities, would he stocked
in their stores." Food processors had
diverging reactions. Responding to
pressure from both consumer and re-
tail groups, Nestle and Unilever
announced in May 1999 that they
would voluntarily place the phrase
"May contain genetical(y modified ma-
teria!' on relevant products sold in EU
and UK markets. Other food manu-
facturers-including Coca-Cola, Pepsi,
Kraft and Cadbury-refused to follow
suit, claiming that regulators did not
require it and mistakes could lead to

liability issues.
Despite these challenges, life sci-

ence companies continued their efforts
to penetrate the EU and UK markets.
Several camps emerged within that sec-
tor, further diminishing industry's
power. Most seed providers-Zeneca,
AgrEvo, N ovartis, DuPont, Pioneer
Hi-Bred-hlamed Monsanto for cre-
ating consumer and activist resistance
in Europe and the UK. In conversa-
tions with this author, several executives
expressed reluctance to commit staff
resources and money to marketing
CMOs in Europe or the UK, reason-
ing, "It's Monsanto's problem. Why
should we clean it up?" By refusing to
address consumers' concerns and leav-
ing Monsanto to continue with its
aggressive marketing and public rela-
tions tactics, industry competitors
ensured that 1) Monsanto's perspec-
tive remained the primary voice
consumers heard; and 2) UK consum-
ers continued to be approached in a
manner that aggravated them.

Neither option helped bridge the
gap between activists, consumers, re-
tailers, food processors, the government
and life science companies. At a confer-
ence on consumer acceptance of CMOs
held in the UK in July 1999, members
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of these groups agreed each party was
firmly entrenched in its respective po-
sition, making compromise far from
likely (lCD Business Conference
1999).

THE ROLE OF CHANGE: SHOULD TlIIS

HAVE BEEN HANDLED DIFFERENTLY?

To blame UK consumer resistance on
arrogant ethnocentric corporate behavior
or a lack of trust in public officials is too
simplistic. This explanation ignores the
primary driver of food biotechnology:
scientific and technological evolution. It
also minimizes the tremendous impact
that change can have on individuals and
whole populations. A brief look at the
many changes accompanying, and in-
duced by, genetic modification of food
provides a different interpretation of cur-
rent responses.

Changing the Way We Think About
Food

Much has been written about how
companies change their business models:
developing new products or services, re-
structuring operations, selling or buying
units. Less has been written, however,
about industry transition: when multiple
competitors recognize future profits lie in
products or services previously untapped
and simultaneously change their business
models. The life science industry was
born of transition, essentially created in
the past decade by a series of divestitures,
mergers, acquisitions and strategic alli-
ances between chemical, seed and
transportation companies.

Monsanto and DuPont are tradi-
tionally thought of as chemical
companies. In the early 1990s, both
companies recognized future growth
lay in biotechnology so they began to
divest from commodity-oriented busi-
nesses (i.e., chemicals, oil, crc.) and
heavily invest in biotechnology, spe-
cifically in ventures that helped to
synthesize their agriculture, nutrition
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and pharmaceutical businesses (Filippcllo
1999).

rounded in 1902, Monsanto was,
until 1996, known for products ranging
from acrylic fibers and phosphates to
window guards and water treatment so-
lutions. In 1997, Monsanto ended that
legacy by spinning off its chemical busi-
ness and renaming it Solutia. The company
that remained, consisting solely of agri-
culture and food-related subsidiaries, then
began an aggressive string of acquisitions
(Impact 1998). In the following three
years, Monsanto spent more than $8
billion (0 acquire several seed companies
(including DeKalb, Delta & Pine Land
and Holden's Foundation Seeds); to form
joint ventures with pharmaceutical inter-
ests in Brazil, Argentina and Russia; and
to develop strategic relationships with key
agricul tural transport and processing com-
panies including Cargill and John Deere.'
This buying spree was topped off by
several attempts by Monsanto (0 merge
with larger pharmaceutical companies-
first with American Home Products (june
1998), then with Pharmacia & Upjohn
(December 1999)-to create the largest
life science company in the world."

Monsanto's activity mirrors that of
other companies formerly associated with
the chemical industry. In March 1996,
Ciba-Gcigy and Sandoz agreed (0 merge.
The resulting company, Novartis, was
intended to be "a global leader in the life
sciences, committed (0 improving health
and well-being through innovative prod-
ucts and services." In May 1997, Dow
Chemical bought up the remaining shares
of DowElanco, an agricultural product
joint venture it had with Eli Lilly. With
that purchase, Dow gained control of
Mycogen, another agricultural products
company.

However, the most significant indica-
tion that the chemical industry was
changing occurred in 1998 when DuPont
announced it would sell its commercial
explosives business, the last tie (0 its origi-

nal business of 1802, and divest from
Conoco, its largest wholesale oil asset. Part
of the proceeds, estimated to be in excess
of $5 billion, were used to buy Pioneer
Hi-Bred International, the world's largest
seed company, as well as Herbert's Paint
and Protein Technologies International
(PTI) from Ralston Purina."

The Logic Behind the Frenzy

At the core of this activity was a scien-
tific evolution. In the early 1990s,
researchers in the labs of petrochemical,
food and plant companies began to be-
lieve tremendous innovation could come
from sharing knowledge across indus-
tries. What, they wondered, could happen
if expertise in the making of crude oil were
combined with the foremost knowledge
of how corn is produced? Perhaps plants
could be engineered to produce insulin;
organic polymers could be used to create
biodegradable plastic; and the need for
pesticide and/or herbicide application
could be eliminated if crop control moved
from outside to inside the plant. The life
science industry is based on the notion
that the research and development be-
hind plants, food, chemicals and
pharmaceuticals could merge, producing
the next generation of products.

For this notion to become a reality, a
series of changes had to occur. First, in-
dustry had to re-assemble the pieces
needed (0 actually produce the products.
This led to the extensive mergers, acqui-
sitions and divestitures described above.
For these ventures to be successful, many
internal changes were needed:

• The reason for the change (be it a
merger, acquisition, joint venture or stra-
tegic alliance) had to be determined and
communicated throughout the
organization (s).

• The newly formed companies
needed (0 recognize their customers were
no longer other businesses that bought
their chemicals to produce consumer
goods; by creating food technology, con-
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sumers became their customers. Hence a
shift from the business-to-business model
to a consumer-based model became nec-
essary.

• Venues for redress of concerns had
to be developed.

• The plan had to be implemented.
• Over time, key messages regarding

the reason for the change had to be reit-
erated to key stakeholders and specific
concerns addressed (Hubbard 1999).

Secondly, several external audiences
had to buy into the vision of the future on
which the life science industry is predi-
cated:

• Shareholders, investors and Wall
Street analysts had to understand the
growth potential offered by these unions
and agree that investments were sound.

• Users of the technology (i.e., farmers
planting genetically modified seeds; phy-
sicians-in time-prescribing insulin
produced from plants; packagers using
biodegradable plastics) had to believe it
provided a superior product.

• Regulators had to be convinced of
the safety of the product and endorse its
use.

• Consumers, the ultimate end-users,
needed to accept the use of genetic engi-
neering to augment the organic structure
of everything around them: food, paint,
plants and drugs.

Essential to each buy-in was the faith
that companies once known for destroy-
ing living organisms could now be trusted
to produce and protect them.

Perhaps the biggest challenge to
these changes was that genetically
modified products were marketed at
the same time the life science industry
was forming. The speed with which
GM foods moved from a concept in-
troduced to non-industry members to
reality required almost immediate buy-
in. Such rapid transition does not
permit time for opposition. Regardless
of whether or not farmers and consum-
ers liked the idea of using genetically
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modified seed or eating GM foods,
these products were on the shelves as
early as 1995. This sent an ominous
message to consumers: We are going to
usc this technology regardless of what
you want, so you had best accept it. (,

At the same time these changes oc-
curred, a number of independent issues
complicated consumer acceptance of
GM foods:

• A tremendous number of food
scares made consumers in Europe and
the UK particularly wary of changes to
the food supply and led to a waning faith
in regulatory agencies (Arnold 1997).

• Increasing popularity and usc of the
Internet gave activists a platform to "go
global,» enabling opposition to be shared
with counterparts all over the world, thus
increasing the power of the individual
(Reynolds 1999).

• Residuai sentiment born of the
Thatcher regime? encouraged UK con-
sumers to focus on their individual
experiences to find solutions rather than
rely on the government and other organi-
zational bodies.(Reynolds 1999)

Considering industry's message was
unleashed in this environment, it is not
surprising that EU and UK consumers
resisted GM foods and that opposition
shaped domestic policies in other coun-
tries.

CONCI.lJSIONS

A review of the UK's experience with
genetically modified crops helps explain
why this topic, which US regulatory agen-
cies dealt with several years ago, has
returned to their doorstep. This illustrates
several lessons for policymakers in both
the public and private sectors.

First, regulatory agencies must be trust-
worthy. The UK citizens do not believe
Prime Minister Blair's or the British health
officials' claims that genetically modified
foods arc safe because they remember the
times that leaders in these same positions
lied to or otherwise misled the public.
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Endorsements by health officials have
only caused citizens to be more suspicious
and apply their own version of scientific
scrutiny. It would behoove the UK to

develop an independent agency that re-
lies on scientific process to determine food
safety. The development of such an
agency, based in Brussels and modeled
after the FDA, has been considered in the
recent past by the EU. Clearly, the UK
would also benefit from its creation as it
would bring transparency and trust to the
food safety issue.

Second, the ease of global communi-
cations means that one country's problems
can easily spread and affect the policies of
other countries. As recently as five years
ago, policymakers and corporate execu-
tives could trust that regional aversion to
a product, policy or idea, could be con-
tained and handled locally. However, the
instantaneous nature of the Internet in-
vites global synchronicity. Activists in
Europe were able to export their opposi-
tion and organize resistance in Australia,
Japan, Brazil and even the US. With the
clickofa mouse they could share informa-
tion (i.e., tactics, scientific data and war
stories) and provide counsel to counter-
parts they had never met. This ability to

easily transport information may be the
single largest factor contributing to the
current trade embargoes. Perhaps it is
rime for a global communications agency
to be created to monitor communications
and interject governance when regional
policies are affected.

Third, private and public sectors are
partners. Much as members of each party
would like to prove their independence
from one another, they are symbiotically
linked. Industry thought that support of
UK regulators guaranteed consumer ap-
proval; they did not realize that lack of
faith in UK public officials would rrans-
late into product rejection. Members of
each sector must keep this relationship in
mind when communicating new prod-
ucts and policies.

finally, acceptance of change and tech-
nology is not inevitable. In the US we
have seen technology transform our lives
for the better: computers make us more
efficient and medical biotechnology has
helped doctors save lives that otherwise
would have been lost. Perhaps the appli-
cation of technology to food is not
disturbing to Americans because we have
learned to trust technology. Other coun-
tries, however, do not share this faith any
more than they share our trust of regula-
(Ory agencies. Although US-based
companies and farmers were prepared to
use the tools of food biotechnology in
1992, perhaps they should have spent
more time introducing the technology to
the populations that eventually would
import those goods rather than focusing
on production.

Food biotechnology offers tremen-
dous benefits. It could limit the amount
of land needed to meet global food sup-
plies, improve nutrition in developing
countries and provide biological solu-
tions to environmental problems.
Unfortunately, the policy arena is primed
to discourage its continued development.
The most unfortunate fact is that the
opposition is not science-based so much
as it is the result of timing. Food biotech-
nology was introduced when its first
customers (EU and UK citizens) were
recovering from deadly health scares, the
global community was just learning to
harness instant media, and the leaders of
the life science industry were reshaping
themselves. Arguably, GM technology
has been the victim of a global environ-
men t struggl ing with too many significan t
changes and has not been given an oppor-
tunity to prove its usefulness.

Notes
I A more Machiavellian theory,

which this author has heard speculated
by several members of the consumer
advocacy and activist communities, is
that life science companies wanted to
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"box in" consumers. 1n theory, con-
sumers would have no choice but to

accept the technology if genetically
engineered seed saturated farms by the
time the first products reached grocery
stores.

2 The tokenism of this effort is un-
derscored by the fact that-e-ar the time
of declaration-none of the retailers
possessed the technology to truly dis-
cern products containing CMOs from
those that did not. The fact that retail-
ers responded to consumers' alleged
wants, however, dramatically enhanced
their popularity with consumers.

.1 The John Deere relationship was
acquired in a transitive process. Deere's
official venture is with Cargill.

If The AHP merger ultimately fell
apart in October 1998. The primary
explanation provided was that the two
companies had opposing cultures and
the CEOs had very differenr visions for
the future.

; PTI is a leading global supplier of
soy proteins to the food and paper
processing industries.
(,In this context, "we" refers to all

parties that consumers credit with plac-
ing food in their purchasing realm.
Those individuals may include retail-
ers, food processors, seed and cattle
producers, governmenr officials, etc.

7The Thatcher era, much like the
Reagan era, is credited with promoting
"individualism" whereby people did
for themselves, rather than expecting
government to do for them.
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In the debate on Social Security reform, the Chilean experience has often been
cited with the purpose of drawing useful lessons for the US pension system. This paper
reviews-utilizing a comparative perspective-the evolution, characteristics and
main achievements of both systems. Additionally, using sources not often available
to US authors, it tests the validirv of some criticisms of the Chilean reformed scheme.
This analysis shows that conrril;utions tend to be similar in both systems: pensions
paid by the Chilean reformed system would compare favorably to those paid by the
US pay-as-you-go scheme.

INTRODUCTION

Recent proposals to solve the US Social
Security crisis reveal that some form of
privatization has begun to be considered.
This implies an important change in the
debateon US Social Security reform. In its
early stage, the debate centered on the
traditional pay-as-you-go schemes and
consequently focused on increasing pay-
roll taxes, raising the retirement age or
reducing benefits. After several proposi-
tions showed that an individual
capitalization-based social security sys-
tem could bring important benefits for
retirees and create a financially solvent
system, US authorities have begun to

consider private savings accounts to

complement the US pension system. In
the 1999 State of the Union Address,
President Clinton launched his initiative,
Universal Savings Accounts (USAs), seek-
ing to increase retirement pensions by
allowing workers to regularly deposit part
of their salary-in addition to the Sociai
Security tax-in a market-based savings

account. This initiative has been CrItI-
cized because it would not solve the
financial crisis of the US Social Security
system-since it docs not bring new rev-
enue into the system or reduce benefits to
retirees-and because it would imply
additional payroll taxes for workers (Olsen
1999). However, it marks a point of
departure from the framework tradition-
ally used to analyze Social Security in the
US.

The obvious question is what would
happen if workers were allowed to exit the
pay-as-you-go system and enroll in an
individual capitalization scheme. Com-
paring both systems can shed light on this
crucial question. Chile was one of the first
countries in the Western Hemisphere to
implement a pay-as-you-go pension sys-
tem and, when that system became
insolvent, Chile was the first country to
adopt an individual capitalization
scheme. Therefore, a comparative analy-
sis between the Chilean and the US social
security experiences can help to advance

The Georgetown Public Policy Review, 5:2 (Spring 2000). Copyright © 2000
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the understanding of whether the indi-
vidual capitalization system would be an
option for US social security reform. Con-
sequently, this paper will contrast the
evolution, characteristics and the main
achievements of both the US and the
Chilean Social Security systems.

While numerous studies have been
published by US scholars about the re-
formed Chilean pension system, these
studies focused only on certain aspects of
the Chilean reformed system. further-
more, many lacked reliable data (making
them inaccurate and misleading), and
none directly compared Chile's reformed
system to the US Social Security system.
Thus, this paper will also address criti-
cisms from previous studies, in light of
relevant data and reliable sources not
often available to US scholars.

The remaining sections of the paper
will present the main causes leading to the
US Social Security crisis; outline the his-
torical evolution of both systems; contrast
the relevant characteristics and level of
pensions paid by both systems; and
present final relevant conclusions.

THE US SOCIAL SECURITY CRISIS

According to actuarial projections, the
US Social Security system will be unable
to continue providing the current level of
benefits due to an insolvency projected to

occur early this century. Long-term fi-
nancial problems have been declared by
the Social Security Trustees and con-
firmed by the 1994-199G Advisory
Council on Social Security. Their 1995
Annual Report stated that, under current
rules, expenses will exceed revenues in the
Social Security Trust fund by the year
2012, although it will not imply a deficit
until the year 2020 because of the interest
that the accumulated trust fund will pro-
duce. Furthermore, it will not be possible
to pay full benefits on time from the year
2030 onwards (ACSS 1997).

Two factors have primarily influenced
Social Security's financial problems:
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changes in the fertility rate and the in-
crease in life expectancy. As a result of
these factors, comparatively fewer work-
ers will be supporting a system in which
more people will be receiving Social Secu-
rity benefits for longer periods.

Changes in fertility rates affect the
number of retirees as well as the number
of workers supporting those retirees. The
fertility rate rose from about 2.2 children
per woman in 1940 to a peak of about 3.6
around 1960, declining to around 2.0 by
1995 and, according to the General Ac-
counting Office (1997), will probably
continue decreasing to 1.9 by 2020. A<; a
result, a larger number of people entered
the labor force from the 60s to the 80s,
thus a larger number of people will be
retiring when that generation turns 65.
The other facet of this issue is the steady
decrease in the number of contributing
workers to Social Security compared to

the number of retirees. According to the
Old Age Survivors and Disability Insur-
ance BoardofTrustces (OASDI), in 1950
there were G.l beneficiaries per 100 cov-
ered workers, 26.6 in 1990, and there will
be 42.7 in 2030 and 45.4 in 2050
(OASDI 1993).

Besides the fact that there will be
more people reaching the age of G5,
entitling them to Social Security ben-
efits, they will also live longer. While in
1935 the life expectancy of" G5-year-
old person was 12.6 years, in 1995 he
or she is expected to live another 17.5
years; and that expectancy in 2025 will
be 18.8 years (BCETR 1994). In fact,
the members of the population aged
65 and over grew from about nine
million in 1940 to about 34 million in
1995, and is expected to reach 80
million people by 2050, according to
Census Bureau projections.

The increasing number of benefi-
ciaries coupled with fewer contributors
will lead to an imbalance between So-
cial Security payments and revenues
by 2020, and, unless changes are made,
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to an inability in the trust fund to pay
benefits around 2030.

Social Security's insolvency raises one
of the most difficult problems the system
faces; that of equity among generations.
Since the system is structured on a pay-as-
you-go basis-that is, the payroll taxes of
current workers finance the benefits of
the current retirees-current workers le-
gitimately expect that their retirement
conditions (pensions, retirement age and
contributions) will be similar to those of
current retirees. Due to the projected
financial problems of the system, it is
unlikely that these legitimate expecta-
tions will be fulfilled.

To solve Social Security's problems,
three alternatives were officially consid-
ered. The first, the Mainte;1ance of
Benefits plan, basically proposed an in-
crease in payroll taxes in 2045 and a
reorganization of benefits. The second
alternative, the Individual Accounts plan,
featured an increase in the retirement age;
the taxation of Social Security benefits
and workers' contributions; and the cre-
ation of individual accounts managed by
the government. The third approach, (he
Personal Security Accounts (PSA) plan,
suggested-as its main characteristic-
depositing five percent of Social Security
contributions into personal accounts with
which a fund would be established and
invested in private financial instruments
(ACSS 1997).

Recently, several additional reform
initiatives have emerged involving differ-
ent ways to supplement Social Security.
One of them is Representative John
Kasich's proposition of Personal Retire-
ment Savings Accounts. Another, the
most publicized one, is President Clinton's
USA.,. The common element of these
propositions IS that they include an addi-
tional mechanism, beyond the traditional
Social Security system, to improve the
retirement prospects of workers. This
means the debate has moved from the
traditional approach of reforming Social
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Security without changing its basic pay-
as-you-go structure, to schemes that
include individual savings accounts as
part of the retirement contribution.

The obvious question is what would
happen if every month workers were
allowed to deposit their entire payroll (ax
into personal accounts earning interest.
Ch ilc' s expcricnce provides interesting
insights on this.

SOCIAL SECURITY IN A COMPARATIVE

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The factors leading to the creation of
the US Social Security system and Chile's
first pension schcmewerediffcrent. While
the Chilean system was the product of
political pressure by workers, US Social
Security was enacted by the political elite
to keep retirees out of poverty. This dis-
tinction strongly influenced the evol urion
of the two systems over time.

US Social Security has its roots in the
Civil War pension system, whose main
purpose was to aid veteran soldiers of the
Union army and their dependents. The
rationale behind this system was to recog-
nize the effort made by those who
contributed to maintaining the unity of
the country by helping them in their
difficult times. In this sense, it was not a
classical social security system oriented to
protect workers but a system of social
coverage to protect those who partici-
pated in the winning side of the Civil War
and their survivors.

Despite (he fact that there were several
schemes-systematically rejected by ei-
ther Congress or the courts-to expand it
into a general old age pension, health and
unemployment insurance, the Civil War
pension system maintained its basic form
from the ] 860s until the 1930s. As a
consequence of the Great Depression, the
political elite launched initiatives seeking
to give workers additional support in
facing old age and disability. The law
cstabl ishing US Social Securi ty was signed
on August 14, 1935. The basic mandate
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of the act entitled workers to retire at age
65, with a permanent pension, after
having contributed-along with em-
ployers-to a fund. The goal was to keep
retired workers out of poverty. Since then,
several amendments have sought to in-
crease retiree protection and extend the
solvency of the fund.

The evolution of the Chilean Social
Security system followed a different pat-
tern. I t was the consequence of an
extended social movement that intensely
pushed the political system to improve
the social condition of workers. This pro-
cess was strongly influenced by two
sources: the laical social thought, and the
Catholic social thought.'

After attaining independence in 1810
the main goal of the government was to set
the foundations of the nation. Their basic
tasks in the early and mid-nineteenth
century were to maintain sovereignty, to
strengthen the government and institu-
tions, and to develop the economy.
Workers' welfare was not seen as a primary
responsibility of the government. Conse-
quently, several movements emerged
trying to bring social protection to work-
ers and their families. By rhc middle of the
nineteenth century, a social movement
rose in Santiago, the "Mutualities." And,
after the War of the Pacific (I879-83) a
similar movement rose in the north of
Chile, the "Mancomunales.'? Simulta-
neously, a movement of Catholic activists
emerged clamoring for social changes,
departing from the main line of the Chil-
ean Church. The Social Catholicism
movement received strong support in
1891, when Pope Lion XlII enacted the
Encyclical "Rerum Novarum" calling for
an improvement in workers' life condi-
tions in the modern world. Although the
Encyclical was not divulged until several
years later in some Catholic circles it was
rapidly promoted in others, causing a
great impact and encouraging the efforts
of the Social Catholic reformers.

As a result of these movements, by the
end of the nineteenth century several laws
were enacted to deal with social problems
inciuding the retirement system for civil
servants, created in 1898 (Donoso 1963).

Although these changes brought about
some improvement in the condition of
workers, other potentially useful initia-
tives got stalled in Congress, producing
intense political conflicts. Strikes called
the attention of the government to the
deplorable conditions in which workers
lived, but the government responded by
repressing the movement. As the move-
ment gained political momentum,
Congress designed commissions to study
the problem and propose solutions.
Though those commissions accurately
diagnosed the situation and proposed
solutions, their major propositions did
not pass. As a result, strikes and riots
intensified, but it was not until 1924 that
the Congress, under intense pressure
from the people and a military threat,
passed several laws in favor of workers.
The most significant acts were those
establishing labor law, social security and
protection against sickness and disabil-
ity; and transforming the government
employees retirement system into the
Civil Servants Security National Fund
(Caja Nacional de Ernpleados Pliblicos-
CANAEMPU).

As a result of these laws, a semiautono-
mous agency was created in 1924 to
administer the pension system of blue-
collar workers, the Mandatory Security
Fund (Caja del Seguro Obligatorio)-
popularly known as the Worker Security
Fund (Caja del Seguro Obrero). Mem-
bership in the fund was mandatory and
the benefits included health and dental
care (even after retirement), subsidies for
illness, indemnification for death, and
disability and retirement pensions. The
following year, a similar agency was cre-
ated to deal with social security for
white-collar workers, the Private Em-
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ployees Security Fund (Caja de Previsio
de Empleados Particulates- EMP ART).

Since then, diverse social security
agencies for specific sectors of workers
were created and several amendments
were introduced in order to improve the
benefits, channel public policies and ex-
pand coverage of the system.

The Chilean social security system was
structured on a pay-as-you-go basis. It
was considered a system founded on soli-
darity: payroll taxes from the active workers
financed pensions of the retirees. How-
ever, increase in benefits and demographic
changes made permanent transfers from
the public budget to the funds necessary
in order for them to be able to pay ben-
efits. The proportion of contributing
workers to retirees fell from 10.8 in 1960
to 2.2 in 1980 (Cheyre 1991). (see Chart
1)

The social security system became
chaotic. By 1980, 32 Funds had been
created, but three held 95 percent of the
monies affiliated with social security:
Servicio del Seguro Social (SSS), 65 per-
cent; the Private Employees Security
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Fund, 18 percent; and the Civil Servants
National Security Fund, 12 percent. On
the whole, approximately 100 different
types of pensions could be identified. In
addition, there was not a common payroll
tax: contributions to the system varied
according to which fund the worker be-
longed.

Three factors explain the crisis of the
Chilean pay-as-you-go social security sys-
tem: financial insolvency, inequity in
distributing benefits and administrative
inefficiency (SAFP 1998). The trend of
increasing benefits, along with demo-
graphic changes produced a permanent
deficit that needed to be solved by trans-
fers from the public budget. For instance,
by the late 60s payroll taxes accounted for
65 percent of the total revenue of the
funds, earnings from investments around
five percent and the remaining 30 per-
cent was supplemented by the
government. Second, benefits obtained
by different sectors of workers corre-
sponded to their political influence.
Therefore, contribution rate, retirement
age, and pension disbursement level dif-

Chart 1: Evolution in the Rate of Retirees to
Active Workers in the SSS, Chile: 1960-1980
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Source: Chart made with data from Cheyre 1991
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fercd, depending upon whether the
worker belonged to the public sector or to
a specific industry in the private sector.
°1'h ird, several administrative practices led
to the depreciation of the accumulated
funds. On the one hand, investments in
public and private bonds, mortgages,
loans:' and vacation benefits" were usually
done without considering the effect of
inflation. On the other hand, the lack of
capacity to ensure loan repayment em-
phasized the financial problems of the
system. In addition. excessive paperwork
and red tape led to delays in the payment
of pension checks, resulting in pensions
that were not available to beneficiaries
until a year after their retirement, gener-
ating a perception of negligence.

These problems raised concerns about
the future of system, which led several
administrations to take action. The Klein-
Sack mission> during President Ibanez's
government (1952-58), the commission
chaired by Mr. Jorge Prat under President
Alessandri's administration (1958-64),
and President Eduardo Frci Montalva
(1964-70) proposed reforms but they
were not passed by Congress. Social secu-
ri ty was created and developed to represent
the interests of specific groups with politi-
cal influence; any reform of the system
would necessarily affect those interests
and would consequently be unsuccess-
ful.

Chile's old social security system greatly
improved worker conditions, giving them
protection during difficult times, but it
also produced inequalities in terms of the
distribution of benefits among workers.
In 1981, during Pinochct's dictatorship,
with unions and interest groups now
lacking political influence, social security
was radically transformed into a system of
individuaily capitalized, privately man-
aged accounts. In the 90s, several countries
under democratic regimes-such as Ar-
gentina, Bolivia, Colombia, EI Salvador,
Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, and recently
Hungary and Poland-have reformed
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their pay-as-you-go pension systems to
individual capitalization systems as well.

Patterns followed by the United States
and Chile in enacting their first social
security systems were different. While a
top-down strategy created the US system,
in Chile the process followed a bottom-
up pattern. The US political system,
shaken and worried by the disastrous
effects of the Depression, enacted Social
Security; in Chile intense political pres-
sure forced the creation of social security.

hom a historical perspective, the pay-
as-you-go system can be called the first
generation of social security. Created in a
context of absolute lack of protection for
workers against difficult times, these first
generation systems greatly improved the
social conditions of working families in
both Chile and the US. Its great success
has been to introduce a system of social
protection for working families-when
the income earning members reach old
age or become disabled-as a basic social
institution of the modern world. How-
ever, th is great success has been put at risk
by demographic changes; the subsequent
financial problems have affected contri-
butions and the retirement conditions of
workers.

These new elements, which did not
exist at the beginning of the twentieth
century, have challenged the design of
the first generation pension system but
not the idea of social security as a basic
social institution of the modern worid. To
equate protection of social security with
protection of the pay-as-you-go design is
erroneous.

Several countries have created second
generation social security systems, with
individual capitalization as the key con-
cept in their design. The results of these
second-generation systems, like that in
Chile, have motivated scholars world-
wide to pay attention to this alternative
design. Considering the circumstances
leading to the crisis of the first-generation
systems, the true chalienge for policy
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analysts and policyrnakcrs is to decide
whether the pay-as-you-go design or the
individual capitalization scheme can bet-
ter protect working families against
difficult times and be financially solvent.

SOCIAL SECURITY IN PERSPECTIVE

The System s Architecture

Essentially, the US Social Security sys-
tem can be defined as an inter-generational
contract that seeks to provide protection
to workers against difficult times. The
system's main goal is to provide retirees,
their spouses and survivors with a stable
income to keep them out of poverty. To
meet this goal, it collects payroll taxes from
the current workers. The system is univer-
sal, open to all retirees. I t is founded on the
principle of progressivity; contributions
are mandatory during the worker's life,
and pensions are protected against infla-
tion.

This system is similar in basic design to
the old Chilean social security system.
That was also a public program built on
a pay-as-you-go basis, with nominal con-
tributions from both the employers and
the workers, periodically-hut not auto-
matically-adjusted for inflation, and
open to all workers. On the other hand,
the US system differs from the Chilean
because it is a single program adminis-
tered by only one agency and because it
has not been subject to the political pres-
sures that the old Chilean system was.
The circumstances that led to the old
Chilean system's collapse were more var-
ied than those the US Social Security is
facing now, although they led to the same
final problem: an insolvent system.

The new Chilean social security sys-
tem has been built on different bases: first,
it is a system managed by private compa-
nies but supervised by the government;
second, workers do not contribute to a
general fund but to a personal account;
third, workers' contributions are invested
by pension fund companies in bonds
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from the government as well as profitable
and secure private corporations; fourth,
pensions arc a direct consequence of both
contributions made by workers during
their working life and the profitability of
their pension funds; and fifth, workers are
free to choose the company that will
manage their personal account.

Companies that manage pension
funds are called Adrninistradoras de
Fondos de Pensiones (Pension Fund
Administrators) also known asAFPs. The
main role of these companies is to make
the pension fund they manage-and
consequently the workers' personal ac-
counts-profitable and secure. This is
also their principal basis of competition:
to enroll more workers.

The main legal requirement to found
an AFP consists in securing the needed
capital, which varies proporrionarcly with
the number of workers affiliated with the
AFP. Currently, there are eight compa-
nies operating in the Chilean social security
market. The system starred with 12 com-
panies in 1981 and reached 21 in 1994.
During the 18 years of the system's exist-
ence some AFPs have merged in order to
be more profitable and competitive, while
others have been dissolved because they
have not met the rigorous legal require-
merits to stay in operation.

To control the system, a govern-
mental agency has been created, called
rhe Superintendencia de
Administradoras de Fondos de
Pensiones (SAFP). This agency has the
legal capacity to approve the creation
of an AFP, control its operations in
terms of the law, punish those that
have not met the requirements, and
make actuarial projections to maintain
the viability of the system (Chile
1996) .

Main Results

The most publicized result of the
Chilean reformed system has been its
profitability. Annual average profit-
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ability was 11.3 percent in the period
1981-99 (SAFP 1999a), higher than the
expected four percent. (see Table 1)

Another very publicized result of
Chile's private pension system has been
the level of assets that it has accumulated.
As of September 1999, Chilean pension
funds had accumulated approximately
$33.12 billion (SAFP 1999b) in a coun-
try with a labor force of about five million
workers. This fund is invested in a diver-
sified portfolio: government bonds
represent 36.2 percent, financial shares
and bonds 32.58 percent, company shares
and bonds 17.71 percent, debt bonds
6.25 percent, and foreign mutual funds,
shares and other investments i26 per-
cent (SAFP 1998).

Undoubtedly, the most important
result is the pension level that the re-
formed system has been able to produce.
Table 2 shows projected pensions-as a
percentage of the taxable wage for social
security purposes-that a worker would
obtain in different situations: if he had
obtained a pension from one of the most
common Funds (SSS, EMPART or
CANAEMPU) in the old system, or if he
obtained a pension from the new private
system either by shifting from the old
system or initially enrolling in the new
one."

According to the comparison in Table
2, the projected pensions paid by the
reformed system are higher than the ones
paid by the old funds. Other studies have
compared actual pensions from both sys-
tems. Fuentes (1995) concluded that, as
of December 1994, the reformed system's
pensions were generally higher than those
paid by the funds, except in the case of
pensions for orphans. AFP's old age pen-
sions were 42 percent higher than those
of the funds, and AFP's disability and
widow pensions were 61 percent higher,
but pensions for orphans were 13 percent
higher in the funds. Schrnidt-Hebbel
(1999) estimates that individual pen-
sions paid by the funds were, on average,
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Table 1: Real Profitability of Chile's
Reformed System (percent)

J IIJy- Dee 19 8 1 12.8

1982 28.5

1983 21.3

1984 3.6

1985 13.4

1986 12.3

1987 5.4

1988 6.5

1989 6.9

1990 15.6

1991 29.7

1992 3.0

1993 16.2

1994 18.2

1995 -2.5

1996 3.5

1997 4.7

1998 -1.1

Sept 1998 -
14.2

Aug 1999

Annual Average
11.3

July 1981 - August 1999

S ouree: S AFP 1999a

39 percent of the current average taxable
income while those paid by AFPs were 45
percent of the current taxable income in
1997.

Although these figures are already
showing that pensions under the reformed
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Taije 2: ~Iliions as a ~n:ertage of tbe TaxaHe Wlge
in Both Od am NewOilean Social Sectrity System'

Taxable Ubrker Worker Ubrker Worker Worker Ubrker Ubrker Ubrker
SSS

EMP- C4NA-
wino with wino with wino with wino withage at

AKI EMPU
retirement spouse spouse spouse spouse spouse spouse spouse spouse

25,CXXl ill. 8 86.8 78.0 143.5 121.9 II5.4 98.1 1I9.3 IOl.3 90.4 76.8

4O,CXXl m.8 86.8 78.0 144.7 122.9 1I6.3 98.8 124.6 lOS.8 94.0 79.8

70,CXXl ill. 8 86.8 78.0 145.6 123.7 II7.0 99.4 128.4 HE.I 96.6 82.0

120,CXXl ill. 8 86.8 78.0 146.0 124.1 1I7.3 99.7 130.5 1I0.8 98.0 83.3

220,CXXl 86.8 78.0 93.8 79.7 78.1 66.4 131.8 1I2.0 98.9 84.0

3OO,CXXl 78.0 65.6 55.7 132.3 1I2.3 99.2 84.3

Som:e: Ck)re 1991

system are higher than those paid by the
pay-as-you-go scheme, an additional ele-
ment should be considered. Pensions paid
under the reformed system, between its
inception and the time when these calcu-
lations were made, are consequences of a
period of contribution to the funds plus
a normally shorter period of contribu-
tion to the reformed system. This suggests
that the difference between pensions in
both systems would be even larger if
workers would have contributed to the
reformed system exclusively. This addi-
tionally suggests that the actual pension
of a person contributing only to the
reformed system should be close to
Cheyre's estimates. In that case, pensions
of Chile's private system would compare
favorably to the ones paid by US Social
Security, which are 42 percent of the
average worker's earnings-78 percent
of a low paid worker's and 28 percent

of high wage earner's (Twentieth Cen-
tury Fund 1997).

Worker contributions to social secu-
rity under the new system are 10 percent
of wages plus an additional contribu-
tion-varying from 2.55 percent to 3.40
percent of the taxable salary, depending
on the AFP chosen by the worker-to
finance a disability and survivors insur-
ance policy and the AFP's commissions
(SAFP 1999b). This explanation shows
that the total contribution to the US
Social Security system is not different
from that of Chile's reformed system,
since the US system requires a mandatory
contribution of 6.2 percent of the taxable
wages from workers, and an equivalent
additional contribution from employers.

CRIDCISMS

In analyzing the Chilean experience
several criticisms have often been made
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about the unfairness it supposedly in-
volves because of the lack 01 employer
contributions, the greater incentives for
workers to move from the old (() the new
system, the administrative costs, and the
quality of the reformed system's invest-
ments.

According to Myers (1996), Chile's
new pension system is unfair since it only
requires worker contributions, while the
US Social Security system requires em-
ployer contributions as well. However,
whether employers really contribute to

social security depends upon the relevant
elasticity of labor supply and demand. In
a situation of inelastic supply and unit
elastic demand, none of the contribution
ro Social Security is borne by employers.
According to Katz and Rosen (1994), this
situation would be close to the reality of
the labor market. In the Chilean reformed
pension system, total wages have been
equated to total labor cost without either
increasing costs or reducing workers' wages.
In addition, in the Chilean case, although
the employer contribution was elimi-
nated, worker contributions to social
security were reduced and take-horne
wages were increased.

Another point of criticism has been
the greater incentives for workers to move
to the new system. Regarding this, Myers
(1996) has wrongly stated that the reason
would be that pensions were not auto-
matically increased by inflation in the old
Chilean system. Increasing pension pay-
ments required a law to be enacted, the
same as in the US Social Security system,
which only began to have an annual cost
ofliving adjustment based on inflation in
1975. However, the major reason for
workers to choose the A}<,Psystem is quite
different: since workers' contributions to

the new system are lower, they get an
automatic increase in their take-home
wages, which SAFP has calculated to be
12.6 percent, on average. This incentive
led to a massive shift toward A}<,Ps.Be-
tween 1981 and 1983, around 70 percent
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of the workers affiliated with the old
funds moved to the new system, and that
proportion would be even higher if work-
ers close to retirement-who have no real
incentive to shift-are excluded from the
calculation (Arellano 1985).

According to Diamond (1996), the
administrative costs ofChile's Al-Ps "com-
pare unfavorably" with US Social Security
since they are higher. Regarding this, we
should wonder whether this is the right
comparison and whether we should also
include their counterpart-benefits-in
the analysis. After all, costs are relevant to
what one gets rather than what one pays.
In this context, what seems to explain the
different levels of administrative costs is
that the US system does not need to
compete to enroll new members. How-
ever, US Social Security benefits compare
unfavorably with Chile's: US pensions-
in terms of the proportion of wages-do
not look better than those of Chile's
reformed system: Chilean workers can
move their investments if they are dissat-
isfied with their AFP's performance, US
workers cannot; Chilean workers have the
right to be informed about variations in
their pension funds-either by receiving
a quarterly statement or by accessing their
account through the Internet-and to

sec where their funds are being invested,
US workers do not. In this context, what
is surprising is that despite the Chilean
system's allegedly higher administrative
costs, contributions to social security are
similar in both cases and the Chilean
reformed pension system is financially
solvent, while the US system soon will not
be.

The Cato economist Jacobo Rodriguez
(1999) argues that administrative costs
are not as high as normally publicized
because of the way administrative costs
are calculated-dividing the commission
fee (on average, 2.7 percent of the taxable
wage in 1998) (SAFP 1998) by the total
contribution (10 percen t of the worker
taxable wage)-overestimates costs. This
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calculation fails to account for t he fact that
the commission fee includes a set-aside
amount (about 0.5 percent of the taxable
wage, on average) to pay for the worker's
life and disability insurance premiums.
Similarly, a recent study from the Con-
gressional Budget Office-quoted by
Rodriguez-states that "in Chile, the
country with the longest experience with
private retirement accounts, [administra-
rive costs] can be equivalently expressed as
one percent of assets, which is similar to
the cost of mutual funds in the United
States." Furthermore, a study on whether
the commissions charged by the AFPs
were reasonable or expensive (Valdes
1999) concluded that AFPs were cheaper
than mutual funds but much more ex-
pensive than other savings alternatives at
Chilean financial institutions, such as
bank savings accounts, bank deposits and
so on.

Despite the fact that the costs of man-
aging social security accounts has been
decreasing since the inception of the sys-
tem, they are still considered high. One
reason is the high number of transfers
among AFPs, which produce high opera-
tional costs.

One of the most important costs is
salesmen's wages, which represents 45
percent of the AFP's average operational
costs" (SAFP 1998). This is a conse-
quence of the intense competition among
AFPs to enroll workers. Since workers are
free to choose their AFP and transfer to a
new AFP at any time, AFPs have hired an
increasing number of salesmen to increase
their number of enrollees. From 1983 to
1997 (see Table 3), the number of AFP
salesmen increased faster than workers
enrolled in the system. Therefore, while
in 1983 only 0.9 percent of workers
shifted AFPs, 27.4 percent did in 1997.
Productivity of the salesmen also increased:
while in 1983 a salesman produced al-
most 12 transfers a year, in 1997 that
figure was 90. This has raised concerns
because shifting AFPs not only produces
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costs associated with salesmen's wages but
also the charges associated with the ad-
ministrative work necessary to manage
such a large and complex data set. With
the purpose of reducing this expense and,
consequently, to lower the total adminis-
trative costs, SAFP has recently enacted
some norms to reduce the number of
transfers that a worker is entitled to make
in a year.

Another reason administrative costs
are not as low as they could be is that
banks, mutual funds, insurance compa-
nies and other financial institutions are
not allowed to participate in the admin-
istration of the pension savings accounts,
which leads to a duplication of commer-
cial and operational infrastructure
(Rodriguez 1999). However, recently,
the Minister of Labor and Social Security
has announced that the government is
considering allowing banks to participate
in the administration of the pension funds
(El Metropolitano 1999).

The type of investments made by
AFPs has also been criticized. Myers
(1996) has argued that most of pension
funds are invested domestically, and since
there will not be enough sound invest-
ments in Chile, the result could be poor
investments. However, as previously com-
mented, the sum of stocks, mortgages,
international investments, company
bonds, banking deposits, and mutual
funds comprise 63.8 percent of the pen-
sion funds. Currently, approximately
$21.13 billion of the total $33.12 billion
are invested in instruments other than
government bonds, a huge amount of
money for a country with a population of
14 million people and five million work-
ers. Furthermore, as of September 1999,
AFPs' international investment repre-
sented 13.49 percent of the total funds,
or $4.5 billion (SAFP 1999b). On the
other hand, as mentioned in the previous
section, the real profitability during the
18 years of existence of the reformed
system has been 11.3 percent, signifl-
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Table 3: AFP Sellers per 1,000 Workers Enrolled and Transference Ratio

1982 1.3056 Not available Not available

1983 0.7420 0.009 11.96

1984 1.2093 0.070 57.72

1985 1.0574 0.083 78.33

1986 0.8680 0.067 77.47

1987 0.7997 0.063 78.31

1988 0.8567 0.096 112.51

1989 0.7534 0.091 121.13

1990 0.9215 0.104 112.58

1991 l.0061 0.l22 120.99

1992 1.5012 0.140 93.41

1993 2.2874 0.186 81.31

1994 2.9515 0.194 65.71

1995 2.9102 0.250 85.79

1996 3.2184 0.282 87.51

1997 3:0279 0.274 90.42

Source: Author's calculation based on data from SAFP 1998.

cantly higher than the expected four
percent.

The Transition Period
The transition from the old system to

the new one is not yet complete. It will
conclude when the last worker currently
contributing to the old system retires.
Since workers who move to AFPs stop
contributing to the Funds and carry

contributions they previously made to
the old system (Recognition Bonds),
the implementation of the reform cre-
ates a deficit in the government run
social security program. Liabilities will
be long-lasting. Recognition Bonds will
not be completely paid for approxi-
mately 45 years and the pension deficit
will not disappear for approximately
50 years (SAFP 1998).
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Although this cost exists, it has been
overstated for two reasons. First, the analy-
sis often neglects that maintaining the
pay-as-you-go system involves a huge
cost. Second, the analysis barely takes into
account that the reform has brought a
greater economic capacity to the govern-
ment, making it able to manage that
deficit.

Although the transition implies finan-
cial responsibilities for the government
for a long period of time, it should be
noted that maintaining the pay-as-you-
go framework is not free of cost. Rather, it
is associated with increasing and endless
costs not only for the public coffer but also
for workers. In the Chilean case, demo-
graphic changes and inefficiencies in the
pay-as-you-go system led to high payroll
taxes and enormous transfers of money
from the government. By the late 60s
payroll taxes were between 30 and 40
percent of taxable income (SAFP 1999b)
and even though they had been reduced
to about 16 to 25 percent by 1980 (see
Table 4), they were still too high. Trans-
fers from the public coffer to the funds
accounted for 3.1 percent of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) in 1980 (see
Table 5). Likewise, in the US, payroll
taxes for Social Security have grown
steadily from the early 60s to the mid-90s
and, despite that, it is projected that by
2013 benefit payments will exceed dedi-
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cated tax revenues. To solve the financial
crisis, an additional increase in payroll
taxes of 2.17 percent was proposed by
some while others suggested a reduction
in benefits, including a hike in the retire-
ment age (BCETR).

Although increasing payroll taxes and
reducing benefits can be used to balance
the social security budget, they also mean
a welfare loss for workers. Those who will
receive lower benefits, who have to retire
long after reaching age 65, orwho have to
make higher contributions face a loss of
welfare relative to those who had more
favorable conditions for retirement. Con-
sequently, the legitimate expectations of
workers to have retirement conditions
similar to those of the current retirees
cannot be fulfilled under the pay-as-you-
go scheme.

In Chile, privatization of public en-
terprises and surpluses in the non-pension
budget have been used to finance the
transition deficit. The government's so-
cial security annual deficit, on average,
has been calculated at 3.36 percent of
CDP for the period 1981-96, decreas-
ing to one percent of GDP by the year
2015 (SAFP 1998). In turn, between
1990 and 1998, the non-pension sur-
pIus has more than offset the social securi ty
deficit, leaving a total fiscal surplus of
around two percent of GDP (Schmidt-
Hebbel 1999).

Table 4: Contribution as a Percentage of the Wages Paid to Selected Funds
in the Chilean Old Social Security Systems, 1980

SSS 7.25

14.75 24.91EMPART 10.16

15.70 22.95

11.0 4.75CANAEMPU

Source: Cheyre 1991

15.75
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1978 3.64% 0.20% 0.04% 2.86% 6.75%

1975 3.72% 0.33% 0.08% 2.47% 6.60%

1976 4.09% 0.36% 0.11% 3.05% 7.60%

1977 4.09% 0.27% 0.14% 2.95% 7.45%

1979 4.11% 0.20% 0.09% 2.87% 7.28%

1980 4.34% 0.20% 0.24% 3.11% 7.88%

Source: SAFP 1998

In analyzing the transition period of
the reform, critics very often make the
mistake of accounting for the costs of the
period but neglecting its benefits. This
leads to an unbalanced picture of the
reform. In Chile, the reform has generated
an improvement in workers' welfare. Be-
yond that, it should be noted that the
reform has also had an important impact
on national savings, employment, wages
and economic growth. Annual average
savings of the AFP system have been
calculated as 4.52 percent of GDP and
18.26 percent of Gross National Savings
in the period 1990-96 (SAFP 1998).
Edwards (1997, cited by Schmidt-
Hebbel1999), has estimated that pension
reform could have reduced Chile's struc-
tural unemployment by a range of2 to 3.2
percent and could have raised real wages
in the informal sector from 4.6 to 7.7
percent. Schrnidt-Hebbel estimates that
approximately 30 percent of Chile's eco-
nomic growth corresponds to pension
reform. Furthermore,AFPs have strength-
ened strategic sectors of the Chilean
economy. By September 1997, AFPs had
invested $1.85 billion in the telecommu-
nications sector, more than $5.5 billion in

the housing market, $4.67 billion in
companies that produce more than 60
percent of Chile's electrical energy.
Moreover, activity in stock markets has
increased, on average, 43 percent per year
between 1980 and 1996 as a conse-
quence of the legal requirement that
mandates AFPs act in formal markets
(SAFP 1998).

Undoubtedly, pension reform has
brought an increasing dynamism to the
Chilean economy. Greater economic ac-
tivity obviously generates greater tax
revenues, all else equal. Consequently,
there are significant reasons to think that
the pension reform has created the eco-
nomic conditions to face the transition
deficit.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Chile and the United States created
their first social security systems on pay-
as you-go bases. The first retirement
program was created in Chile in 1898
with the entire pension system organized
by 1924-25. That first Chilean system
emerged as the result of a bottom-up
process, characterized by an extended
social movement pushing the political
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system for social protection of workers. In
the case of the United States, it was not
until 1935 that the law creating Social
Security was enacted. Its creation fol-
lowed a top-down panern, when the
political elite, worried about the disas-
trous effects of the Depression, enacted it.
In both cases, pay-as-you-go schemes have
proven to be highly vulnerable to demo-
graphic changes and, although causes
leading to the crisis were more varied in
Chile than in the United States, both
have resulted in insolvent systems.

Chile's crisis was solved through a
radical reform: the privatization of the
social security system. US Social Security
is faced now with the reform of its pay-as-
you-go scheme. The US debate has
evolved, and now authorities are consid-
ering opening the system to a market-based
saving mechanism. In the US debate, the
Chilean case has often been discussed in
order to draw important lessons from that
experience. However, given that US schol-
ars have had limited access to reliable
data-due to linguistic problems or the
lack of accessibility to official sources-
several analyses have produced inaccurate
and confusing comments about the Chil-
ean reformed system, such as those
explored in this article.

A review of the official data and well-
respected scholars' works suggest that
pensions paid by the reformed Chilean
system would compare favorably to those
paid by the pay-as-you-go-scheme, either
in the Chilean or the US cases. In addi-
tion, contributions in the new Chilean
system are, overall, similar in magnitude
to those of the US Social Security system.

Despite the fact that the reformed
Ch ilean system does not need to be funded
by the governmenr, the topic of the cost
of the transition has become relevant since
still operating the pay-as-you-go scheme
requires transfers from the public coffers
to pay current retiree pensions. Although
these transfers represent significant
amounts of money, the issue should be
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seen in perspective. A more appropriate
approach to analyzing the transition is a
comparison of its costs and its benefits.
Consequently, the deficit should be com-
pared to the increased tax revenue coming
from the greater economic activity pro-
duced by the reform. Furthermore, since
the pay-as-you-go system is not free of
cost, to have a complete picture, it would
also be advisable to compare the accumu-
lated deficit for that period with the
endless and increasing transfers to sustain
the pay-as-you-go system, the loss of
workers' welfare when raising payroll taxes,
increasing the retirement age, and reduc-
ing benefits. A comparison of the
administrative costs between the two sys-
tems is not complete without considering
the benefits offered by them as well.

The purpose of this paper has been to
describe and analyze both systems as ac-
curately as the available data and relevant
literature-not often accessible to US
authors-allow. The basic goal of this
paper has been to try to understand which
system can produce better results for both
workers and the country.

Seen in perspective, the analysis shows
that the individual capitalization scheme
produces greater benefits for workers, is
not affected by demographic changes,
and can decisively contribute to the
nation's economic development. Addi-
tionally, the analysis shows that it is
unlikely the first-generation system, the
pay-as-you-go scheme, can overcome its
solvency crisis without affecting conrri-
butions or the retirement prospects of
current workers. Subsequently, the legiti-
mate expectations of future retirees of
having retirement conditions similar to

current retirees cannot be fulfilled under
this design.

The great success of the first-genera-
tion system was introducing the idea of
social security as a basic social institution
of the modern world. The analysis pre-
sented here leads us to conclude that the
crisis of the pay-as-you-go design does not
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imply a crisis in the idea of social protec-
tion forworkingfamilies, nor does it mean
that the retirement prospects of current
workers must be harmed just to maintain
the pay-as-you-go design. Rather, the
second-generation pension system should
he seen as a necessary step to protect the
great achievement of the first-generation
social security.

Notes
I Humeres-Magnan and Hurnercs-

Noguer (1994) have suggested that one
of the first antecedents of the Chilean
social security system would have been a
practice developed in the J ncan Empire to
take care of community members when
they became needy. That system of social
protection would have been the anteced-
ent of a system developed during the
Spanish colonization, the Community
Funds. These funds, whose revenues came
from taxes on agriculture, industry and
people, managed hospitals, helped wid-
ows, orphans and needy people.

2 Ihave not found an acceptable trans-
lation for this word in English. The
dictionary translates it as "conjunction,"
but. in my opinion, that does not reflect
the true sense of the expression. The word
"Mancornunal" tries to express a feeling of
solidarity within a community .

.l funds used to lend money with very
low interest rates to its members to help
them to buy houses as well as personal
loans. The problem was that sometimes
inflation was higher than the interest rate
applied to those loans.

" funds used to operate vacation cen-
ters which could be used by their members.
These places charged low prices and had
long payment plans with no interest.

5 The Klein-Sack mission was a panel
of US experts that advised the Ibanez
administration on social security issues.

(, The projection was done on the
following basis: in the first case, workers
shift ro the private pension system in
1981, having contributed previously ro

a fund, and their Recognition Bond earns
a real interest offour percent per year; in
the second case, workers contribute to the
private system from the beginning of
their working iife.

7 The basic assumptions behind the
table, for private pensions, are that: (a)
wages increase annually by two percent
from the beginning of the working life
until age 50, then they would remain
constant in real terms; (b) cost of the
system is the average registered in June
1990; (c) annual profitability was esti-
mated at five percent; (d) discount rate to
calculate pensions was five percent; and
(e) payroll taxes for social security pur-
poses wouid remain constant at 10 percent.

S The decomposition of the Al-Ps'
operational costs, as of 1998, is as follows:
administrative expenditures 18 percent,
data processing three percent, personnel
expenditures 24 percent, marketing ex-
penditures six percent, depreciation three
percent, other operational expenditures
one percent, and salesmen's wages 45
percent (SAFP 1998).
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Caringfor Depression. By Kenneth B.
Wells, Roland Sturm, Cathy D.
Sherbourne and Lisa S. Meredith. Harvard
University Press, 1999, 252 pp.

Recent estimates indicate that, in any
given year, one in five Americans will
suffer from a mental disorder. These dis-
orders can have a tremendous Impact on
individuals and society: the disease bur-
den (a measure oflost years ofhealrhy life)
of major depressive illness is cited as being
second only to heart disease. Fortunately,
public figures such as Tipper Gore have
brought mental disorders into the realm
of mainstream health care discussions,
thereby raising awareness of their impact
and helping to de-stigmatize the illnesses.
In addition, the 1999 Surgeon General's
Report on Mental Health highlighted
that, at least for the general population,
mental disorders such as depression can
now be correctly diagnosed and efFec-
tivcly treated. Despite this fact, a great
number of individuals still do not receive
needed rrearrncnr.

This indeed is one of the major fInd-
ings of the research efforts described in
Caringfor Depression, making the release
of the paperback edition particularly
timely. While the title of the book is
somewhat deceiving-the reader may be
expecting a discussion of various treat-
ment modalities for depression-the work
is at the intersection of clinical, policy,
health services and economic research.
Moreover, the authors have done a com-
mendable job of presenting the discussion

in a manner accessible to readers from all
of these disciplines.

The subject of this book is the Medical
Outcomes Study (MOS), a RAND
project, which examined the quality and
outcomes of health care in different prac-
tice settings for more than 22,000 adults
over a four-year period. In this study
patients were assessed for many of the
chronic conditions for which individuals
seek health care, including depression.
The research design involved compari-
sons between patients enrolled in
traditional fee-for-service insurance pro-
grams and those enrolled in pre-paid
programs, such as HMOs. Treatment
received from specialty providers (e.g.,
psychiatrists) was also contrasted with
treatment received in general practice set-
tings for both payment models. The
authors provide thoughtful discussion of
the myriad merhodologicai challenges in-
herent in this rype of research and, in so
doing, provide a useful tool for helping
design future research studies in this area.

In addition to the clear methodologi-
cal description, Caringfor Depression also
offers an excellent overview of the clinical
and policy issues which set the stage for
the depression component of the Medical
Outcomes Study. In particular, as the
authors stress, it is necessary to emphasize
the high social costs of depressive illnesses
(in terms of lost work time, decreased
productivity, lost income, etc.) and that
these costs may exceed actual treatment
costs. The authors note that readers with
an interest in health care policy may wish

The Georgetown Public Policy Review. 5:2 (Spring 2000). Copyright © 2000
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to focus on the policy discussions pre-
sented in the final chapters, however,
since they do a commendable job of
providing commentary of policy relevance
throughout the text.

One potential concern when inter-
preting the study's findings is the fact that
the health care delivery and financing
landscape has evolved rapidly since the
data were collected during the late 1980s.
The nature of the findings, however,
reveals their continued policy relevance.
For example, the authors reported most
depressed patients received care in general
practice settings and, regardless of the
payment system, showed little improve-
ment in depressive symptoms over time.
For patients of psychiatric providers, those
in pre-paid plans fared far worse than
patients in fee-for-service plans. Hence,
examining the implications of shifting
mental health care from specialty provid-
ers to generalists, as well as other
cost-containment efforts is still a critical
issue in the current health care environ-
ment.

Though the conclusions regarding
the need to focus on the quality of care for
depression simultaneously with cost con-
tainment efforts are of key importance, an
updated discussion of this topic would
have greatly enhanced the current edi-
tion. Most notably, there were two changes
just on the horizon when the study was
originally conducted, changes that could
affect the conclusions drawn from the
MOS data. The first was the introduction
of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitators
(SSRIs), a new class of antidepressants
such as Prozac with far fewer side-effects
and far greater expense. Because provid-
ers are more apt to prescribe these
medications, an issue for future research
may not be underutilization of antide-
pressant medications as shown by the
MOS data, but rather higher utilization
rates at greater expense. The second
change is the widespread emergence of
behavioral health "carve-out" plans which

separate mental health services from physi-
cal health services and place them under
separate financing and administrative ar-
rangements. In particular, the quality
impacts of carve-out plans that regulate
access to mental health services and pro-
viders are also issues for future policy
research. It is likely that these two factors
could play an important role in re-exam-
ining the cost-effectiveness model
presented in Chapter 9 of the book. For
those intending to engage in this research,
the details regarding methodological de-
cision-making and the technical appendix
provided in Caringfor Depression will be
a useful starting point.

MARIA T. WOOLVERTON

Georgetown University Child Development
Center, Centerfor Child Health and Men-
tal Health Policy

Fish, Markets, and Fishermen: The Eco-
nomics of Overfishing. By Suzanne
Iudicello, Micbael Weber and Robert
Wieland, Island Press, 1999, 192 pp.

In Fish,Markets, and Fishermen: The Eco-
nomics ofOverfishing, Suzanne Iudicello,
Michael Weber and Robert Wieland pro-
vide a compelling explanation and analysis
of the decline of global fisheries. Using the
tools of microeconomic analysis, the be-
havior of consumers (of fish products)
and suppliers (the fishing industry) is
examined to demonstrate why the world's
fisheries are harvested beyond naturally
sustainable levels. U til izing this same ana-
lytical framework, alternatives to the
present system of open-access fishing are
weighed for their various merits. Initially,
the authors argue the fishery issue is inher-
ently a multidisciplinary one invoiving
systems in which "biology, economics,
and politics interact" (p, ix). And yet the
microeconornic framework is the princi-
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pal tool by which this implicitly multidi-
mensional subject is cackled. Herein lies
the fundamental flaw of this otherwise
solid book. That said, Iudicello, Weber
and Wieland provide an effective theo-
retical microeconomic explanation aswell
as an accessible qualitative explanation of
the declining fisheries.

The "tragedy of the commons" par-
able provides an explanation for why
fishermen fish en masse in the area of
diminishing returns. Because the fishery
is an unregulated, open resource, no single
individual or company has property rights.
The fishermen in this open access fishery
will not stop fishing at the point of maxi-
mum profits and conserve fish for
tomorrow's catch out of fear that other
fishermen will: (1) catch the conserved
"tomorrow" fish; (2) gain an advantage in
the competitive marketplace; or, most
importantly, (3) take the very last of a
scarce resource.

As a result of this behavior, various
stakeholders, including the fishermen
themselves, are now calling for the imple-
mentation of regulations. Through an
informative series of seven international
fishery case studies, the three authors
contribute to this regulatory discussion
by showing a range of existing govern-
ment policies designed to save fisheries
from catastrophic stock depletion. Addi-
tionally, many of these policies include
economicsupport programs Ior economi-
cally distressed fishing communities. To
the authors' credit, they not only provide
examples of attempts co use quota systems
in different fisheries but they also provide
examples of other fishery conservation
programs that have had varying degrees
of success. Clearly, ludiccllo, Weber and
Wieland recognize that the transition from
an open access fishery system co a quota-
based one will require a thoughtfully
considered plan.

Although the authors identify a com-
bination of political, mechanical, and
economic factors as causes for the varying
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success of given conservation efforts, the
reader is presented exclusively with eco-
nomic policy solutions for the restoration
of the world's fisheries. The authors them-
selves have shown there are multiple factors
at play in the political and social dynamics
of fishery restoration resolution-yet the
primary stress of this book is placed on the
economic merits of an international quota
system.

Iudicello, Weber and Wieland intro-
duce a compelling argument in Fish,
Markets, and Fishermen-that an eco-
nomic approach might be the most
successful method for saving fisheries.
However, because the authors do not
detail how to introduce purely economic
explanations into a world that is at once
economic, social and political, the book is
oflimited utility as a stand-alone tool for
policy development. Given this caveat,
the book is recommended for those who
are interested generally in the subject, or
for the pol icymaker co use in concert with
other resources. With such consideration
of multiple disciplines we might then
stave off a point in the not-50-distant
future when humans can no longer lay
claim to the oceans because any utility the
seas might once have offered will have
ceased co exist.

BE:\JAMIN A. WEBSTER

Georgetown University

The Big Test: Ihe Secret History of the
American Meritocracy. By Nicholas
Lcmann. Farrar, Strauss and Giroux,
1999, 406 pp.

At the age of 17, on a nerve-wracking
Saturday morning, I derived a peculiar
esprit de corps from knowing that more
than a million other people my age were
staring at the same reading comprehen-
sion passage and wondering how three
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paragraphs of bad literary criticism could
play so large a role in determining our
futures. In the wake of the test, feeling
that my generation had been victimized
by its elders in some cruel game of aca-
demic roulette, my parents pulled their
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) booklets
our of the attic to show me, "Hey, scores
aren't everything." And I wondered, how
long have we been playing this game?

As it turns out, not that long. As
Nicholas Lernann illustrates in The Big
Test: The Secret History of the American
Meritocracy, aptitude tests as part of the
college admissions process had their be-
ginnings only about 50 years ago. Beyond
merely describing the rise of standardized
testing, Lemann argues that the decision
to mete out spots in the nation's most
selective colleges on the basis of SAT
scores set the stage for the last five decades
of America's sociological history.

Lemann vividly documents how,
during the height of the Great Depres-
sion, the idealistic new President of
Harvard, James Bryant Conant, and As-
sistant Dean Henry Chauncey set out to
change the look of their prestigious edu-
cational institution, which theretofore
was populated with wealthy Easterners
who didn't take their studies very seri-
ously. As Lemann describes, Conant
wanted to use the American educational
system to create a "natural aristocracy,"
whose members-selected on the basis of
their intellectual abilities and not their
parentage-would be devoted to public
service.

With the passage of the Gl Bill after
World War II, Lemann explains, Conant
and Chauncey seized the chance to make
"scholastic aptitude," as measured by the
newiy developed SAT, an arbiter for
choosing those students who would ad-
vance to selective colleges. Lemann argues,
however, that the SAT created a funda-
mental contradiction-while the gates of
America's universities were opened wide
for returning soldiers and "opportunity

for all" was added to the vernacular,
students were being ranked according to
their SAT scores and afforded a "place in
society" by which "their prosperity and
their prestige" would be determined (p,
65). Lemann maintains that this new
"meritocracy" did not create the new class
of elite public servants Conant and
Chauncey had envisioned, but instead
served to apportion America's material
rewards.

Although Lemann develops a strong
thesis that Conant and Chauncey's vi-
sion has not been realized, he does choose
odd individuals to illustrate this corrup-
tion of the rncritocraric ideal. The second
half of The Big Test follows the careers of
Yale Law School graduate Bill Lann Lee,
current US Assistant Attorney General
for Civil Rights, and Harvard Law School
graduate Molly Munger, a former
NAACP Legal Defense Fund lawyer and
head of the campaign against the Califor-
nia Civil Rights Initiative (the
controversial initiative that banned affir-
mative action programs at the University
of California). Although Munger did
enjoy material rewards early in her career
as a partner in a Southern California law
firm, these two individuals could scarcely
have been more devoted to public ser-
vice. There are certainly any number of
I vy League-educated professionals
Lernann could have followed who dedi-
cated their careers to the pursuit of
economic wealth.

Lemann follows Lee and Munger, it
seems, to frame the decline of affirmative
action in the University of California
system. Lemann is correct to acknowl-
edge that the ideas of meritocracy and
minority representation in selective uni-
versities may he at odds. Unfortunately,
the book loses focus as Lemann devotes
his attention to the fate of affirmative
action in higher education and shies away
from the question of whether we have
created the son of meritocracy that
Conant and Chauncey intended.
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Perhaps Lemann avoids this question
because it is unclear whether his thesis-
that the meritocracy is a system for
apportioning wealth-really holds wa-
ter. Standardized testing and college
admission arguably create a class of highly
educated individuals, but an Ivy League
pedigree is hardly a prerequisite for a high-
paying career. Not only do the majority of
millionaires in the US hold only a
bachelor's degree, but most do not have
any degree from the kind of prestigious
universities Lee and Munger attended.
That may change as Americans continue
to consume more education, but the
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"lifers"-Lemann's term for college
graduates who start their careers in
large organizations-will continue to
reap financial rewards. Lcrnann's am-
bitious goal of describing the notion of
"opportunity" in America over the past
50 years is perhaps too lofty. Where the
educated elite lost their commitment
to public service, or whether they ever
had it. is a smaller but no iess important
question that the book wisely suggests,
but fails to answer.

ALAN M. BERUBE

US Department of the Treasury
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